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CIMdata News 
Cummins, Ford, and CIMdata: First Keynotes Announced for the International ModeFRONTIER 
Users' Meeting 2016 
23 March 2016 

The modeFRONTIER International Users' Meeting 2016 is fast approaching and ESTECO has given a 
hint at what attendees can expect by announcing three keynote speakers from prominent organizations: 
Bob Tickel from Cummins, Mario J. Felice from Ford Motor Company and Stan Przybylinski from 
CIMdata are set to take the stage in Trieste (Italy) on May 17th-18th.  
With more than 25 years’ experience in the design and development of IC engines and 15 years’ in 
analysis-led design tools and methods, Bob Tickel has been at Cummins since 1988, where he currently 
holds the position of Director of Structural & Dynamic Analysis. 
Mr. Tickel will speak about how, over the past 15 years, the company has transitioned from a test-
centric to an analysis-centric culture. His presentation will cover the history of Cummins’ analysis led 
design (ALD) initiative and highlight how the company developed tools and processes that resulted in 
an across the board improvement of analysis-led design throughout the organization’s various business 
units.  
Mario J. Felice, Manager of the Global Powertrain NVH CAE Engineering Department at Ford Motor 
Company, heads a large team of CAE engineers located in North America, Europe, Australia and South 
America and is responsible for the analytical support of powertrain development programs focused on 
the delivery of NVH refinement in terms of Smoothness, Quietness and Sound Quality.  
His presentation titled Multi-Physics Simulation as applied to the NVH Refinement of Ford Motor 
Company’s Powertrains will focus on the analytical capabilities currently used at Ford Motor Company 
for the design and development of powertrains and provide insight into the company’s simulation 
process as well as highlight how Ford applies optimization to drive powertrain design from component 
to full system level.  
From Validation to Front-End Innovation: an update on the global simulation market is the title of the 
speech to be held by Stan Przybylinski, Vice President of Research at CIMdata. His talk will focus on 
the evolution of the business and practice of simulation to support the product lifecycle, highlighting 
market results, recent mergers and acquisitions (M&A) and the new requirements levied by smart, 
connected products. 

http://www.esteco.com/um16/speaker/bob-tickel
http://www.esteco.com/um16/speaker/mario-felice
http://www.esteco.com/um16/speaker/mario-felice
http://www.esteco.com/um16/speaker/stan-przybylinski
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Dr. Hubertus Tummescheit to Present at CIMdata’s Simulation-Driven Systems Development 
Workshop  
24 March 2016 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 
that Dr. Hubertus Tummescheit will make a presentation at CIMdata’s Simulation-Driven Systems 
Development Knowledge Council workshop which will take place at Michigan State University’s 
Management Education Center in Troy, Michigan on April 27. The event is being held in conjunction 
with NAFEMS’ Engineering Analysis & Simulation in the Automotive Industry: Emerging Standards & 
Practices event which will take place at the same location on April 28. 
The Modelica language and standard libraries provide the end user with high quality model content 
authoring tools (the CAE equivalent of HTML 5). Functional Mockup Interface/Functional Mockup 
Unit (FMI/FMU) allows engineers to share and deploy systems model content across multiple 
engineering domains within the extended enterprise–making sharing an executable model with a co-
worker as easy as sending a link to a YouTube video.  
In his presentation, “Applying FMI/FMU & Modelica for Co-simulation of Complex Dynamic 
Systems,” Dr. Tummescheit will share an industry use-case in the application of Modelica and 
FMI/FMU to show how this complementary combination of tools, based on open standards, enables the 
more widespread and effective use of dynamic models to enable analytic model-based systems 
engineering.   
Dr. Tummescheit is the Chief Executive Officer of Modelon Inc., and one of the founders of Modelon 
AB. Dr. Tummescheit received his MSc in mechanical engineering from the Technical University of 
Hamburg, Germany, and his PhD in automatic control from the University of Lund, Sweden. He has 
been involved in the design of the Modelica language from the beginning and is the developer of a 
number of open source and commercial Modelica libraries. 
CIMdata’s Simulation-Driven Systems Development workshop is a must-attend event for industrial 
organizations and PLM software and service providers involved in systems modeling and simulation. It 
offers independent education and a collaborative networking environment where ideas, trends, 
experiences, and relationships critical to the industry take root. 
The theme for the workshop is Driving Industry to Model-Based Systems Engineering. Presentations 
and interactive sessions will address the following critical areas: industry standards, MBSE 
requirements, co-simulation, and the integration of SysML models with modeling and simulation tools. 
Attendees should expect to gain a solid understanding of current best practices and of the work that 
CIMdata’s Simulation-Driven Systems Development Knowledge Council is undertaking.  
Mr. Donald Tolle, CIMdata’s Director, Simulation-Driven Systems Development Practice will serve as 
the facilitator for this workshop. He will be joined by CIMdata’s Executive Consultant for Simulation, 
Dr. Keith Meintjes. For more information on attending the CIMdata workshop or the NAFEMS’ event 
visit the CIMdata website at: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-council-
workshops/sdsd-workshop-2016 

About CIMdata 
CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-council-workshops/sdsd-workshop-2016
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-council-workshops/sdsd-workshop-2016
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an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 
world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 
incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 
CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 
competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 
provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 
company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 
worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 
Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48108, USA; Tel: +1 734.668.9922; Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 
Weert, The Netherlands; Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Smart, Connected Products and PLM—the Role of OSLC 
22 March 2016 

By Stan Przybylinski, VP of Research, CIMdata Inc. 

Read full article here: http://product-lifecycle-management.cioreview.com/cxoinsight/smartconnected-
products-and-plmthe-role-of-oslc--nid-12765-cid-88.html 

Click here to return to Contents 

Acquisitions 
Cisco Completes Acquisition of Jasper 
22 March 2016 

We are pleased to share that Cisco has completed its acquisition of Jasper. With the acquisition, Jasper 
forms the new IoT Cloud Business Unit within Cisco. This is exciting news as – together with Cisco – 
we remain committed to enabling enterprises, service providers and ecosystem partners to rapidly build 
and scale IoT service businesses that drive new revenue.  

Jasper was founded over a decade ago to help enterprises realize the power of IoT. To deliver on this 
vision we partnered with the best mobile operator groups in the world, representing over 100 mobile 
networks. And today we are proud to say that the Jasper IoT service platform powers IoT deployments 
in over 3,500 enterprises around the world.  

Together, Cisco and Jasper will rapidly innovate and simplify the creation, deployment and secure 
management of IoT services for enterprises, service providers and ecosystem partners. Our commitment 
to the Jasper platform and to your continued success is unwavering.  

As a result of this acquisition, we have updated our privacy statement. For more information on the 
acquisition, please visit http://www.jasper.com/cisco-acquisition. 

Click here to return to Contents 

http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews
http://product-lifecycle-management.cioreview.com/cxoinsight/smartconnected-products-and-plmthe-role-of-oslc--nid-12765-cid-88.html
http://product-lifecycle-management.cioreview.com/cxoinsight/smartconnected-products-and-plmthe-role-of-oslc--nid-12765-cid-88.html
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Hexagon AB Acquires Forming Technology Inc. 
23 March 2016 

Hexagon AB, a provider of information technologies for industrial applications, has acquired Forming 
Technology Inc. (FTI). The company offers manufacturing software solutions designed to reduce 
development time and material costs of sheet metal components. 
Founded in 1989 and based in Burlington, Ontario, FTI serves original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs) and suppliers in the automotive, aerospace, electronics, and appliance industries 
with sheet metal design, simulation, feasibility and costing solutions. 

“Closing the manufacturing feedback loop to enhance quality and productivity is an integral part of our 
solutions strategy,” said Ola Rollén, president and CEO of Hexagon. “Combining FTI’s CAE 
technologies and knowledge of automotive sheet metal applications with our CAM and metrology 
solutions will enable us to deliver substantial productivity gains to our automotive customers.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
Advanced Solutions Design Software Provides Tampa Bay Area With Business Solutions 
22 March 2016 

Advanced Solutions, an Autodesk Platinum Partner and Authorized Training Center (ATC), announces 
regional expansion into the Tampa, Florida market. The expansion will help Advanced Solutions Design 
Software better serve the needs of its Florida-based customers and support the continued sales and 
services growth of the company. 
Since entering the Florida market in 2012, Advanced Solutions has continued to expand throughout the 
region. The company has seen continual growth within Florida, contributing to its success and 
recognition as one of the largest Autodesk Platinum Partners in the world. 
Business Development Manager, Sean McAuley will lead Advanced Solutions' expansion into the 
Manufacturing industry in Tampa, Florida. Sean is heading up the Advanced Solutions Tampa office, 
located at 5300 West Cypress Street, Suite 247. He knows companies need the ability to deliver a 
product faster with less environmental impact, provide interoperability between different design teams, 
collaborate during the design/production process, and need the accessibility of utilizing the latest 
technology. By taking the time to understand his client's manufacturing processes, he will identify issues 
and challenges specific to their workflows, in order to deliver the optimal business solutions and drive 
tangible results, achieving more effective products, processes, innovations, and ideas. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Capgemini A/NZ appoints Nicolas Aidoud as CEO 
23 March 2016 

Consulting, technology and outsourcing services company, Capgemini, has named Nicolas Aidoud as its 
A/NZ CEO. 
Aidoud succeeds Deepak Nangia, who will move to take on the role of chief customer officer for Asia-
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Pacific and the Middle East and assist the executive chairman in expanding Capgemini’s footprint in this 
region. Prior to this appointment, Aidoud served as CEO for Prosodie-Capgemini, a subsidiary of the 
Capgemini Group, for three years. 
As CEO of Prosodie-Capgemini from 2013 to 2015, Aidoud led the commercial synergies with the 
group and was instrumental in boosting Prosodie-Capgemini’s international development. More 
recently, he was also responsible for the digital customer experience business in Europe. 
Aidoud has a long-standing employment with the group. Before becoming the CEO of Prosodie-
Capgemini, he was in charge of its international development for almost a year. 
He also was the new service offerings director at Capgemini in Paris for more than two years, at Carat as 
its general director for almost two years, and at Capgemini Consulting as its associate director for nine 
years. 
Capgemini Asia-Pacific and Middle East CEO, Paul Thorley, said Aidoud has demonstrated a track 
record of strong leadership and deep industry knowledge to lead Capgemini A/NZ into the future. 
“We are delighted to announce Nicolas’ appointment to lead Capgemini A/NZ into the next phase of 
continued transformation and growth as we enter into an increasingly digital and Cloud enabled market. 
“With Deepak’s leadership, we have built strong foundations in driving our portfolio growth and we 
thank Deepak for his many contributions in positioning Capgemini as a global leader in technology 
services and business transformation in the A/NZ market,” he said. 

Click here to return to Contents 

CAD Society Announces Its 2016 Award Winners and One Surprise Winner To Be Announced at 
COFES 2016 
23 March 2016 

The CAD Society today announced three of the four winners of this year's CAD Society Awards. The 
fourth winner will be announced during COFES 2016 (Congress On the Future of Engineering 
Software), which is also the venue where all of the awards will be presented.  
 
The CAD Society Awards annually acknowledge the contributions made by individuals who have 
significantly affected and developed the CAD, engineering, manufacturing, and architecture software 
industries.  
 
Peter Marks Pioneer Award - Blake Z. Courter, Stratasys  
 
The Peter Marks Pioneer Award was established in 2010 as a special award to acknowledge the 
contributions and prescient vision of key individuals who have contributed greatly to the industry. Not 
an annual award, the honor has only been given on two other occasions. In 2010 the award was first 
given to Peter Marks in whose honor the award is named, and in 2013 it was given to Alan Kay. This 
third award is to honor Blake Courter in recognition of his continuous reexamination and exploration of 
the possible, for recreating and championing the direct modeling movement, and for his refusal to accept 
common practice as acceptable.  
 
Joe Greco Community Award - David Cohn, 4D Technologies  

http://www.manufacturingtomorrow.com/news/2016/03/25/cad-society-announces-its-2016-award-winners-and-one-surprise-winner-to-be-announced-at-cofes-2016/7805/
http://www.manufacturingtomorrow.com/news/2016/03/25/cad-society-announces-its-2016-award-winners-and-one-surprise-winner-to-be-announced-at-cofes-2016/7805/
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The CAD Society's Joe Greco Community Award is presented each year for outstanding work in 
improving communication and developing community within the CAD industry.  
 
David Cohn is receiving the 2016 Community Award for his decades of efforts on behalf of users as a 
user group co-founder/leader and as a publisher, editor, author, and speaker—addressing the needs of 
users and building a user community.  
 
Previous award winners of the Community Award include Bob Deragisch, Al Dean, Lynn Allen, and 
Ralph Grabowski.  
 
Leadership Award - Peter Schroer, ARAS Corp  
 
The Leadership Award is presented annually for outstanding technical and business leadership in the 
CAD industry, and focus and dedication to the needs of CAD users. This year's awardee, Peter Schroer, 
led his company down an unclear path, proved his point, and has disrupted the PLM market. We 
recognize his leadership, successfully leading the charge and betting big on the idea of open-source 
PLM, contrary to the prevailing market "wisdom".  
 
Past Leadership Award recipients include Jim Heppelmann, Carl Bass, Tony Affuso, Jon Hirschtick, 
Bernard Charles, and Ping Fu.  
 
Lifetime Achievement Award - To Be Announced at COFES  
 
The CAD Society's Lifetime Achievement Award recognizes a lifetime of outstanding technical and 
business contributions to the CAD industry.  
 
The winner of the Leadership Award will remain under wraps until the announcement is made and the 
award is presented on the evening of April 9, 2016 at COFES 2016.  
 
"This year's awards are presented to four very deserving recipients in each of the categories for their 
vision and the contributions they have made to the engineering software community, both individually 
and collectively," said Jeffrey Rowe, acting president of the CAD Society.  
 
All of the awards will be presented at COFES (Congress On the Future of Engineering Software), this 
year scheduled for April 7-10, 2016 in Scottsdale, Arizona.  
 
The CAD Society is a not-for-profit industry association with the goal of fostering community and 
encouraging open communication among those who make their living within the CAD industry 
including AEC, mechanical, manufacturing, and GIS. The CAD Society is dedicated to creating an 
informative community and improving the tools its members employ in order to get their jobs done. This 
is achieved by providing an open forum of communication, which helps to illuminate the practices of 
industry vendors. It has been a leader in creating interoperability guidelines that encourage software 
vendors to develop applications that can openly share data. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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CADD Microsystems Earns Platinum Club Honors from Autodesk for Strong FY2016 Performance 
25 March 2016 

CADD Microsystems, a nationally recognized authority for technology solutions in the design, build and 
operate community, was honored as part of Autodesk's Worldwide Channel Sales Platinum Club for 
FY2016. CADD Microsystems won for Largest Percentage Growth for the US and Canada. The award 
was announced during the annual Autodesk One Team Conference in Las Vegas earlier this month. 
"We achieved tremendous growth last year through deliberate planning and execution of our vision, by 
providing our clients with innovative Autodesk technology, a robust community of knowledge and 
education, and an outstanding customer experience," said Jeff Gravatte, CEO of CADD Microsystems. 
"This industry thrives on change and innovation, and we help our clients capitalize on those changes by 
delivering unbeatable solutions that build real business value for their organizations." 

"CADD Microsystems made strategic decisions this past year that showed their dedication to providing 
high quality client service," said Steve Blum, senior vice president, worldwide sales and services, 
Autodesk. "The growth the company achieved in FY16 proves that partnering with its clients and 
working together to achieve their business objectives through Autodesk technology is a good roadmap 
for mutual long-term success." 

CADD Microsystems partners with its clients to build tailored solutions that combine the latest 
technology products, professional consulting and education programs. It does this through its proprietary 
resources like CADD Community and BIM Interoperability Tools, and through strong business 
partnerships with Autodesk, Bluebeam, FM:Systems and Global eTraining. 

As an Autodesk Platinum Partner – the highest tier of the Autodesk Partner program – CADD 
Microsystems incorporates Autodesk software solutions along with proven technical expertise in several 
industries, including AEC, building owners, land development and manufacturing. Offering best-in-class 
full solutions from pre- and post-sales support, consulting, training, implementation and customization, 
CADD Microsystems works closely with Autodesk to help customers design, simulate and analyze their 
ideas, increase operational efficiencies and maximize their return on investment in Autodesk software 
solutions. 

For more than 25 years, CADD Microsystems has delivered programs, services and offerings that 
consistently exceed customer expectations. Our customers represent the complete spectrum of 
professionals – in both the public and private sectors - in the building and infrastructure community, 
including architectural design professionals; mechanical, electrical, and plumbing engineers; civil 
engineers; visualization designers; construction companies; GIS and mapping firms; facilities 
management professionals and utilities. The solutions we implement range from Building Information 
Modeling (BIM) to Computer Aided Design (CAD) to Facilities Management (FM) products and 
services. We are one of the largest providers of Autodesk products and services to the Federal 
government and commercial firms, and one of only a few U.S. partners designated an Autodesk 
Platinum Partner. We've earned the prestigious Autodesk Reseller of the Year award, and nationwide 
customer surveys say we have the #1 Autodesk instructor in North America. But the greatest metric of 
our success is in our long-term customer relationships and the loyalty we've earned. Our focus is first 
and foremost on client needs. By helping our customers manage and execute projects flawlessly, we 
continue to be the company our customers want us to be. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Centric Software Experiences Massive Growth in China 
22 March 2016 

Eighteen months after opening its office in Shanghai, China, Centric Software reached its 15th customer 
milestone, becoming the PLM leader in the Greater China region. 
“With an unprecedented number of new customers in China, Centric Software has clearly earned its 
position of market leader in the region,” says Chris Groves, CEO of Centric Software. Centric’s 
customers in China range from sportswear to lingerie to premium fashion brands and include global 
sports equipment brand 361° Sports, leading lingerie brand in China Aimer, retail giant Bestseller and 
vertically integrated shirt specialist Luthai. 

“In this shifting and competitive marketplace, companies face constant business transformation 
challenges. Through innovation, expertise and mobility, we help our customers meet these challenges so 
they can stay one step ahead of competition,” explains Mr. Lv Shiying, Sales Director of Centric China. 

“We choose Centric 8 PLM to achieve better transparency, collaboration and control in development, 
quality, cost, and sample development. Since first implementing Centric 8 in 2014, the benefits have 
been so impressive that we recently decided to expand the software to all of our apparel development 
teams,” explains Mr. Zhang Wenbo, Deputy General Manager of Regina Miracle, ODM manufacturer of 
the world famous underwear brands and sports shoe brands. 

“Our mission is constant innovation,” says Mr. Qin Mingyao, Technical Director of Centric China. 
“This implies not only innovation in our solutions, but also being innovative in our Agile Deployment 
approach to implementation and in customer service.” 

“The increasing number of Chinese companies that have chosen Centric 8 reflects the trusted and clear 
leadership position that Centric earned in this market,” says Chris Groves, CEO of Centric Software, 
“We are very honored and proud.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dassault Systèmes to Develop Smart Facility Solution Based on the 3DEXPERIENCE Platform 
21 March 2016 

Dassault Systèmes today announced that it has participated in a landmark smart office building project 
in cooperation with Rhomberg Group, Zumtobel Group, Bosch Software Innovations, and Modcam AB. 
With this project, Dassault Systèmes aims to introduce more sustainable management of homes, 
commercial buildings and factories to smart cities of the future. 

The pilot project at the LifeCycle Tower (LCT) ONE building in Dornbirn, Austria was presented 
during the 2016 Bosch ConnectedWorld event in Berlin, Germany. The modern LCT ONE, owned by 
Rhomberg Group and equipped with a state-of-the-art Zumtobel lighting solution and smart controls 
system, is ideal to turn into an innovative connected building targeting the highest standards of 
sustainability and user comfort. 

The LCT ONE project is the latest from Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCity initiative to virtually 
represent, extend and improve the real world and manage data, processes and people of sustainable 
cities. This initiative addresses architecture, infrastructure, planning, resources and inhabitants so that 
stakeholders can virtually explore a city’s future and its effects on its citizens and the planet.  
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In this context, Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform offers a unified virtual environment for 
design, simulation and seamless exchange of information between electronics, mechatronics and sensors 
of each system in smart objects, buildings or vehicles. Real-time monitoring and analysis of Internet of 
Things (IoT) components and systems operations can help optimize the next generation of design. 
In the LCT ONE project, the 3DEXPERIENCE platform provides real-time insights into the building’s 
usage and technical health to optimize energy efficiency and occupancy. These include energy usage 
and savings per luminaire, per floor or for the entire building, 3D visualizations of presence data and a 
heat map that shows occupancy to help optimize usage. Maintenance insights include luminaire failure 
notifications, operating hours and the usage history of the lighting system. Knowledge about preferred 
lighting scenes helps optimize light settings and, as a result, increase end-user satisfaction. 
“The IoT is evolving into the ‘Internet of Experiences,’ where devices are digitally connected to the 
physical world around them to become part of a living experience shaped by interactions among people, 
places and objects,” said Monica Menghini, Executive Vice President, Chief Strategy Officer, Dassault 
Systèmes. “By cooperating with Bosch Software Innovations and other innovators in their respective 
industries, we can demonstrate how sensor information can be easily harnessed from any big data 
repository in real time and linked to the 3DEXPERIENCE platform’s realistic representation of a virtual 
environment. In this case, the 3DEXPERIENCE building actually becomes the master reference for 
planning, simulating and operating the estate. Sustainable cities can become a reality sooner than we 
think.” 
Dassault Systèmes will present this and other 3DEXPERIENCity projects during its Design in the Age 
of Experience conference in Milan, Italy on April 12-13, 2016. 

Click here to return to Contents 

EMC recognised as one of Asia’s Top 5 Multinational Workplaces 
21 March 2016 

EMC has been recognised as one of the Best Workplaces in Asia 2016 by Great Place To Work at the 
Institute’s Asia Conference held in Sydney on March 16, ranking #4 on the Best Multinational 
Workplace list. The study considers the 60 best Asian companies based on five key metrics of 
workplace culture – credibility, respect, fairness, pride and camaraderie. This follows EMC’s 6th place 
position on the World’s Best Multinational Workplaces list in 2015, up 12 places from 2014. 
EMC was recognised for creating a great workplace built on trust, as rated by employees in seven 
countries across Asia. The company received high marks from employees for its steadfast commitment 
to living by its 10 core values and supporting employees throughout their career with EMC: including a 
talent acquisition strategy that ensure employees fit well into the EMC culture and are equipped for 
success right from the start. It also rated highly for its flexible work practices; providing friendly work 
environments with facilities that support employees’ mental and physical well-being; and its 
collaborative, cohesive energy towards achieving and exceeding results. 
EMC runs a number of programs designed to drive the continuous improvement of its corporate culture 
including employee volunteerism, learning and development, and an accelerated programme of career 
development for women. In 2014, EMC launched ‘YouDefine EMC’, a worldwide initiative aimed at 
highlighting how each employee contributes to EMC’s success. This has been embraced by teams across 
Asia maximising positive impact within regional communities and strengthening dialogue and 
connections between EMC employees around the world. 
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For EMC in India, talent development and engagement has been a constant journey. Over the past 
couple of years, this has seen an increase with continuous focus from the leadership team and active 
participation by employee groups. The teams have utilised the feedback from the survey to identify areas 
for improvement. This led to sub teams focusing on Corporate Social responsibility, employee 
engagement, learning and development, reward and recognition, awareness on benefits and leadership 
communication. Each of these areas were led and managed by employees and resulted in a highly 
engaged and happy workforce. 

Click here to return to Contents 

GRAITEC Reaches One Thousand Downloads on Autodesk App Store 
22 March 2016 

GRAITEC is excited to announce that today over 1000 downloads of its Revit® and Advance Steel apps 
and add-ons was reached on the Autodesk App Store. 
GRAITEC apps and add-ons for Autodesk flagship products Autodesk® Revit® and Autodesk® 
Advance Steel include a comprehensive collection of practical tools that help with everyday tasks, such 
as password protecting Revit® Families, advanced rebar modelling and detailing for Revit®, and even a 
building designer for Advance Steel which helps the user create an entire steel building in a few 
minutes. 
Available in multiple languages, GRAITEC apps and add-ons are now attracting the attention of users 
from all disciplines and from all corners of the globe. 
Carl Spalding, Product Strategy Director comments: "We already see thousands of downloads directly 
from our own website, but seeing similar numbers achieved from a platform such as the Autodesk Store, 
which is directly linked to users across the globe, is very encouraging and enabling us to reach a range 
of new customers." 
With some apps having only been made available for several weeks, such as the apps and add-ons for 
Autodesk® Advance Steel, the accelerating rate at which GRAITEC apps and add-ons are being 
downloaded from the Autodesk Store and by users across the globe is extremely encouraging. 
Carl continues: "With many more tools planned for future releases and new apps due to be added in the 
coming months, we expect to see the number of downloads accelerate as more and more users turn to 
the Autodesk® App Store in search of tools that help them get their projects done quicker." 

Click here to return to Contents 

IHS and Markit to Merge, Creating a Global Leader in Critical Information, Analytics and Solutions 
21 March 2016 

IHS and Markit today announced the signing of a definitive agreement under which the companies will 
combine in an all-share merger of equals to create a global leader in critical information, analytics and 
solutions. Based on the closing prices of IHS and Markit common stock on March 18, 2016, the implied 
equity value of the transaction is more than $13 billion. The transaction has been unanimously approved 
by the Board of Directors of each company. 
Upon completion of the merger, the combined company will be renamed IHS Markit and will be 
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headquartered in London and have certain key operations based in Englewood, Colorado. IHS 
shareholders will own approximately 57 percent and Markit shareholders will own approximately 43 
percent of the combined company on a fully diluted basis. IHS shareholders will receive 3.5566 
common shares of IHS Markit for each share of IHS common stock, which based upon the IHS closing 
price of $110.71 on March 18, 2016, implies a per share price of Markit common shares of $31.13. 
IHS Markit will be a leader in critical information, analytics and solutions, and will have non-
overlapping customers and products, a strong financial profile and a world-class management team. The 
company will also deliver next-generation information and analytics products to help customers improve 
decision making. IHS Markit will have more than 50,000 key customers, including 75 percent of the 
Fortune Global 500, creating significant cross-selling opportunities across multiple commercial 
industries and governments. 
The combined company’s reported results for fiscal year 2015 include approximately: $3.3 billion in 
revenue, $1.2 billion in adjusted earnings before interest, taxes depreciation and amortization 
(EBITDA), and $800 million in free cash flow. 
Jerre Stead, IHS Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, said, “This transformational merger brings 
together two information-rich companies to create a powerful provider of unique business intelligence, 
data and analytics to a broad and complementary customer base. IHS Markit and its shareholders will 
benefit from enhanced product innovation to deliver strong returns across economic cycles. Importantly, 
the two companies are values-based organizations that have a strong cultural fit which focuses on 
customer satisfaction and colleague success.” 
Lance Uggla, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Markit, said, “This is an exciting transaction for 
customers, employees and shareholders of IHS and Markit. Together, we will create a global 
information powerhouse and a platform for innovation that drives future revenue. At the heart of our 
shared vision is the opportunity to offer our customers a broader and richer content set through both 
existing and new products that will support their critical decision making and manage regulatory change. 
The combination will enhance cash flow and enable stronger returns of capital to shareholders.” 
Compelling Strategic and Financial Rationale 

• Creates a global information platform across industries with leading positions in energy, 
financial services and transportation. The combined company will create a platform for 
innovation and new product development to drive future revenue growth. 

• Combination of commercial, operational and structural synergies will result in approximately 20 
percent adjusted diluted EPS growth in 2017. The transaction is expected to be immediately 
accretive to adjusted diluted EPS, with mid-teens accretion in 2018. The new company expects 
to realize cost synergies of $125 million by year-end 2019. Cost synergies are expected to be 
driven by integrating corporate functions, reducing technology spend by optimizing IT 
infrastructure, using centers of excellence in cost-competitive locations, and optimizing real 
estate and other costs. IHS Markit anticipates an adjusted effective tax rate in the low- to mid-20 
percent range. 

• Strong balance sheet with financial flexibility and meaningful capital returns. IHS Markit will 
have a capital policy with a target leverage ratio of 2.0 to 3.0 times. The new company will 
execute $1 billion of share repurchases in each of 2017 and 2018. 

• High recurring revenue generation drives new product investments. IHS Markit anticipates the 
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combination will deliver approximately $100 million of run rate revenue opportunities by fiscal 
year 2019. IHS Markit’s subscription-based model will generate approximately 85 percent in 
recurring revenues, providing predictability and stability. 

• Complementary and broad customer base leads to the opportunity to cross sell. IHS and Markit 
have deep, non-overlapping senior relationships across corporate, government, financial services 
and consumer customers. There will be significant opportunities to offer a more diverse product 
set to a broader combined customer base. 

• World-class management team with track record of driving value creation through successful 
M&A integration. IHS and Markit each have a proven track record in mergers and acquisitions 
and integration and have started developing plans to ensure seamless integration of the two 
companies. 

Governance 

The combination will be a merger of equals. Mr. Stead will assume the role of Chairman of the Board of 
Directors and Chief Executive Officer of IHS Markit. Mr. Uggla will be President and a member of the 
Board of Directors. 
Mr. Uggla will assume the role of Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer of 
IHS Markit upon Mr. Stead’s retirement on December 31, 2017. 
The Board of Directors of the combined company will be comprised of 11 members, with IHS 
designating six members (including the chairman) and Markit designating five members (including the 
lead director) from their current boards. 
Transaction Details 

• Headquarters: IHS Markit will be headquartered in London and have certain key operations 
based in Englewood, Colorado. 

• Closing and Approvals: The transaction is expected to close in the second half of 2016, subject 
to customary closing conditions, including regulatory approvals and approval by both IHS and 
Markit shareholders. This will be a fully taxable transaction for IHS U.S. shareholders which 
will allow the ability to offset capital losses against capital gains. 

• Advisors: IHS legal advisor is Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP and its lead financial advisor is M. 
Klein and Company and its other financial advisor is Goldman, Sachs & Co. Markit’s legal 
advisor is Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP and its financial advisor is J.P. Morgan Securities LLC. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Kepware Technologies Earns Multiple Industry Accolades for Innovation 
22 March 2016 

Kepware Technologies, a software development company acquired by PTC® in January 2016, today 
announced that it has recently won a series of prestigious industry awards for the advances achieved by 
its flagship product, KEPServerEX®. The awards signify Kepware’s ongoing commitment to 
developing the most robust and reliable off-the-shelf software platform for industrial connectivity on the 
market. 
Editors and readers of leading industry publications selected Kepware as the winner for the following 

https://www.kepware.com/products/kepserverex/
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awards that recognize the most innovative process automation products and suppliers in the industry: 

• Breakthrough Product of the Year, Processing Magazine 

• First Team Honoree for the Leadership in Automation Award, Automation World 

• Readers’ Choice Award winner for OPC Connectivity, Control Global 

• Engineers’ Choice Award winner, Control Engineering 
Certified by third-party organizations and endorsed by system integrators, OEMs, and end users, 
KEPServerEX is the industry’s leading connectivity platform that leverages OPC and IT-centric 
communication protocols to provide applications with a single source of industrial automation data. The 
platform design allows users to connect, manage, monitor, and control diverse automation devices and 
software applications through one intuitive user interface. 
“We are humbled to be recognized by our peers for the quality of our products,” said Tony Paine, 
Platform President, Kepware. “Over the past year, we’ve strived to find a balance between meeting the 
needs of our existing customer base and evolving KEPServerEX to be a critical component of new 
industrial IoT solutions. These awards serve as proof that we're finding this balance. Our customers can 
expect Kepware to deliver the same focus and commitment to innovation in the year to come.” 

 
Kepware Technologies is a software development company headquartered in Portland, Maine. Kepware 
provides a portfolio of software solutions to help businesses connect diverse automation devices and 
software applications and enable the Industrial Internet of Things. From plant floor to wellsite to 
windfarm, Kepware serves a wide range of customers in a variety of vertical markets including 
Manufacturing, Oil & Gas, Building Automation, Power & Utilities, and more. Established in 1995 and 
now distributed in more than 100 countries, Kepware's software solutions help thousands of businesses 
improve operations and decision making. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ModuleWorks and EXAPT extend their partnership 
21 March 2016 
ModuleWorks, the leading supplier of CAD/CAM software components for machining and simulation 
and EXAPT Systemtechnik GmbH, the specialist CAD/CAM solutions provider, have extended their 
partnership. 
ModuleWorks and EXAPT Systemtechnik have enjoyed a successful partnership since 2005. EXAPT 
already uses the ModuleWorks 3-axis, 5-axis and cutting simulation technology and has now added the 
ModuleWorks machine simulation component to strengthen its offering with the latest toolpath analysis 
and optimization software as well as advanced collision avoidance algorithms.  
The ModuleWorks machine simulation component is a full kinematic machine simulation software for 
multi-axis milling, turning, CMM, robotic, woodworking and dental applications. The extensive library 
of machine kinematics provides support for almost every kinematic combination, which also enables the 
development of tailor-made applications. EXAPT has fully integrated this strategy into its own system 
and thereby enhanced its proven programming possibilities. 
Gouge, collision and clash detection as well as stock visualization and measurement of machined stock 
provide comprehensive error detection and empower the EXAPT system with a reliable simulation and 
visualization of different processing scenarios.  
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“We are very pleased to extend our partnership with ModuleWorks”, says Dr. Arndt Richter, Managing 
Director of EXAPT. “The ModuleWorks machine simulation software offers best-in-class simulation, 
toolpath analysis and error detection and is the logical extension to our existing software offering. Easy 
integration ensures fast time to market and enables us to deliver cost-effective, state-of-art solutions to 
our customers.” 
For almost 50 years, EXAPT Systemtechnik GmbH has been one of the most successful solution 
providers for CAD/CAM and tool management systems that are used around the world. The main focus 
is the technologically oriented combination of 2D and 3D turning, drilling and milling processes. 
EXAPT offers full support for both complex and simple kinematic and organizational processes. The 
connected CAM system with integrated tool management provides process support from the stock and 
the tool-life-cycle-management system to the machine. A data pool provides the information necessary 
for efficient process management and a successful 4.0 strategy. Extensive industry experience ensures 
optimal implementation, installation and support for the EXAPT systems, including tailor-made 
solutions and long-term service. 

ModuleWorks is a software component provider for the CAD/CAM industry. ModuleWorks’ expertise 
in toolpath creation and simulation is recognized throughout the CAM industry and its software 
components and development services are used by the majority of the leading CAM vendors. 
ModuleWorks 5-Axis and Simulation software has been used in the manufacture of complex parts for 
over a decade and they have many users across the global CAD/CAM industry. 

Click here to return to Contents 

National Institute of Industrial Engineering (NITIE) and Dassault Systèmes Sign an MoU for 
Academia Programme in the Cloud 

23 March 2016 

Dassault Systèmes today signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the National Institute of 
Industrial Engineering (NITIE) to collaborate and leverage technology including Dassault Systèmes 
3DEXPERIENCE Platform and Digital Manufacturing suite to achieve higher levels of academic 
excellence. The MoU will deepen the existing relationship between NITIE and Dassault Systèmes. It 
will also make NITIE an Academic Certification Partner under the Dassault Systèmes Academic 
Certification Partner Programme.   
The collaboration between NITIE and Dassault Systèmes will create a new benchmark for ‘technology 
enabled industrial engineering and management education’ in the areas of industrial engineering, 
industrial management including operations management, manufacturing management, project 
management, supply chain, advanced logistics, production scheduling, manufacturing execution, 
ergonomics and safety and customer experience through business experience platform.  
The association will also facilitate the following: 
 
Sessions for the faculty and research teams at NITIE, demonstrating functionalities of Dassault 
Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform 
Access to Dassault Systèmes online and offline training material through Dassault Systèmes’ online 
university (www.academy.3ds.com) and Dassault Systèmes’ COMPANION learning material 
Support for NITIE faculty and students in academic projects undertaken through close collaboration and 

http://www.3ds.com/
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awareness sessions on Dassault Systèmes 3DEXPERIENCE platform and customer case study 
references  
 
3DEXPERIENCE for Academia is the most advanced software for product and learning innovation and 
it is now available on the cloud, to all educators and students who want to experience the engineering 
practices of industry leaders for increased employment opportunities in the new global economy. 
Talking about the partnership, Dr. Chandan Chowdhury, Managing Director-India, Dassault 
Systèmes said, “We are delighted to announce the partnership with NITIE for our academic solutions. 
This is just the first step towards transforming management education by leveraging technology. NITIE 
is one of the early adopters of cloud for management and higher education. I am confident that with this 
partnership we will be able to contribute to India’s skills development mission and create better job 
opportunities for the youth of the country both in India and overseas.” 
   
Prof. (Ms.) Karuna Jain, Director, NITIE said, “We are equally delighted about this partnership as this is 
going to take our endeavour to provide superior educational experience, which is industry relevant, to 
the next level. We understand the power of such tools and are certain that the state of the art solutions by 
Dassault Systèmes would enrich the learning experience at NITIE.” She added, “This collaboration is 
harmonious with NITIE’s vision of contributing to the manufacturing renaissance of India through its 
mission of Industry inspired research. By exposing its students to the future of Digital Manufacturing 
and Operations, NITIE ensures that the Industry has access to faculty, researchers and students who are 
future driven and exposed to best practices on manufacturing innovation. We believe our faculty and 
students through their research and application of these cutting edge platforms will enhance their 
contributions to achieve the ‘Make in India’ initiatives.” 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

 

Events News 
3D Systems to Celebrate 30 Years of Innovation with Comprehensive Showcase of 3D Technology at 
2016 AMUG Conference 
22 March 2016 
 
 

3D Systems announced today that it will feature the full range of its advanced 3D printers, materials and 
software solutions as well as its on demand manufacturing services as a Diamond Sponsor of the 2016 
Additive Manufacturing Users Group (AMUG) Conference in St. Louis, MO, April 3-7. Visitors to the 
show are invited to experience how 3D Systems’ technology can transform their workflow and optimize 
their designs, processes and results. 3D Systems’ technology and subject matter experts will be located 
at Midway Suite III of the St. Louis Union Station. 
3D Systems will also host a diverse program of in-depth discussions on the latest developments in 
additive manufacturing and digital design for which guests can pre-register today. 
“Now a leading conference for additive manufacturing, AMUG evolved from an early users’ group of 
3D Systems’ Stereolithography technology in the late 1980s,” said Cathy Lewis, Executive Vice 
President and Chief Marketing Officer, 3D Systems. “Currently in our 30th anniversary year, 3D 

http://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=PcisR6k86qdsF2HRneE9z5bnQ2d-Iogt2YdD88yHImuyIfdDBUwt-IcG6yFjOlM-vE28cu-qjWKy8tGSMO-fRg==
http://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=de3AVpv8WYLPKlAIMOS_Ms0Ft2eNKYt58Vv0YrTHBWptENfLuZBG_5hcXYr3IC02fYM-LIWrqmgOowsqepvtjxKlBNUlVUHj8nTuP8agVvlqKarvLoVlMP1s3nbyfeDZ-Bz293tJdLdYul71NpBauw==
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Systems is thrilled to celebrate this joint history with such a collaborative community as we continue to 
develop solutions to improve designs, transform workflows, bring original products to market and drive 
new business models.” 
3D Systems’ display at Midway Suite III will feature a wide range of advanced 3D technologies, 
including: 

• Ultra-fast, modular, additive manufacturing via the SLAbot-2 technology demonstration. The 
SLAbot-2 is powered by 3D Systems’ Figure 4 module, which was conceived from the original 
Stereolithography (SLA) patent filed by the company’s Co-Founder and Chief Technology 
Officer, Chuck Hull, in 1983. The SLAbot-2 is the second iteration of a Figure 4 demonstration, 
showcasing 3D Systems’ vision of additive manufacturing for unique products in an automated 
manufacturing environment. For more information on the evolution of the company’s 
technology, visitors are encouraged to pre-register for presentations by 3D Systems’ Senior 
Researcher, Scott Turner. 

• High precision, high throughput Direct Metal Printing (DMP) on the ProX™ DMP 320. 
Optimized for additive manufacturing in titanium, stainless steel or nickel super alloy, the ProX 
DMP 320 features exchangeable manufacturing modules to support rapid material change or 
replenishment, setting a new standard for productivity in metal 3D printing. With preset build 
parameters developed from the outcome of nearly half-a-million prints, the ProX DMP 320 
offers predictable and repeatable print quality at fast turnaround speeds for demanding 
production environments, including aerospace, automotive and healthcare, among others. 

• Production-grade SLA printing on the ProJet® 6000 and ProX 800, offering a wide choice of 
materials that match or exceed the properties of traditional plastics, including high temperature 
resistance, tensile strength and impact strength as well as USP Class VI capable materials for 
bio-compatible medical or dental applications. The original 3D printing technology, SLA 
remains the gold standard in accuracy. The ProJet 6000 delivers fast, high quality SLA printing 
with streamlined build optimization. The increased throughput of the ProX 800 rivals CNC and 
injection molded parts and enables large, highly detailed pieces to be produced quickly and 
accurately with exceptional surface quality. 

• Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) on the ProX 500 for durable end-use parts and prototypes. 
Widely used for a variety of aerospace, automotive, medical, consumer and industrial machining 
applications, the ProX 500 produces parts that equal or surpass injection molding quality. 

• The ProJet MJP 3600 Series for enhanced productivity in a wide range of prototyping, casting 
and end-use part production applications. This MultiJet Printing (MJP) series is capable of 
printing at speeds up to twice as fast as the previous generation, enabling increased throughput 
and enhanced ownership value. The ProJet MJP 3600 Series uses VisiJet® M3 plastic materials 
to deliver incredible detail, high temperature resistance and watertight surfaces. This Series also 
includes models for printing detailed wax patterns for investment casting applications as well as 
dental wax-ups, models and USP Class VI capable, bio-compatible drill guides. 

• Office-friendly 3D printing on the ProJet MJP 2500 Series. Combining professional grade 
capabilities with an affordable, office-friendly footprint and easy part processing, the upcoming 
series in 3D Systems’ family of MultiJet Printers is designed to enable a broader range of 
professionals to create precision parts without leaving their workplace. 

http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=5STe88Uoeuw9ulf5HjCg_6iRtKSZuiIa8bjDKSucyAPFKQtQzd9ERY1YcHoblhuKgrIL94bqCxpAi_JmRCn06mjzYEPmzn_CdN3jOw6NkmoazTbj963cnJUoq7Dy5yVA
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=0YI6vJ8q8FP_eg-Q_iR9zNhoMqbOzYni2E7WHvaBjnrGujeTLsitdMspzcl61dZzodrE14HcbjEECVLS45CReXuK1fhyX2kGfanLeHolKd4pmN8W13i_jk_kLVD3lAI1
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=u0O-8HTgM2O8UybxGaV4Bz-GWPI7tq_lSLKglTczRLmRihyLZJP7cGToo7PfZVcE9o-V4mzX7PcIjnBIRJHW8gj60KLr95ZVZZjsslp6j_JAbVYVeZeN6pufPHVR1LGiRtWDOpmWeNaUHW1j1LeiJsP6V4RaXVz3Xz26zeDyOOY%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=rrA6PjlL_ECa-2U0XNJJAWMGX_RLiA1eb20882yNxbsXYustkHI704ZbEyK20QVMaaAPiUGJr6GOqSgJSivadK_o57S45lcR3qP069hK3BQ%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=IRIQRZnkFlWUdAQjWQtEHEqRjR7TS9QkGNHVucQLHqybKDv-wV181NXPbj8r7Q4qg5C-4jEeRBxwXCzvaHiVdoJgfdsTM0HOduQJB3fdVxQ%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=Ui0IXDNyZ_KQz3fopzgO-dsYhxHvsmb9bux8flU5tUtTVQZPF58MKx8hxMPGY92fi3WiHSnDnRe-hOel9ggXljDxxod5iRG7j7ao2Dy0MRQRpqoFd6jVAc04b0oCaM6zf-UqIKoWKTq9Gp-mUn281w%3D%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=Ui0IXDNyZ_KQz3fopzgO-YNI7Rvp-AkHb2jA2hpzWjGd45wjk_6ztWnwR7PvBhH5UjvoCX1ZsHr1wEVD0pvN4b8pYWokujxjV2Gj9tZTwcAiBGh6AQbMW7NB76ungEFNB9DT81JU9sbK-GskmYeZLQ%3D%3D
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• 3D Systems’ on demand parts manufacturing, Quickparts®, providing advanced prototyping and 
production solutions using traditional and additive technologies, materials and finishing options. 
Alongside its complete range of advanced manufacturing solutions, 3D Systems offers ITAR-, 
AS9100C- and ISO 9001:2008-certified facilities for aviation, aerospace and defense 
applications as well as ISO 13485-certified facilities for healthcare solutions. 3D Systems’ on 
demand parts manufacturing features instant online quoting and connects designers, engineers 
and manufacturers with a committed global team of advanced manufacturing experts. 

• Direct scan-to-CAD workflow integration with 3D Systems Capture® and Geomagic Design™ 
X. Using the integrated Capture 3D scanner and Geomagic software, designers and engineers can 
seamlessly and accurately create precise feature-based CAD data directly from 3D scans as part 
of a scan-to-print workflow. 

In addition to the 3D products and services on display in Midway Suite III, 3D Systems will offer 
informative sessions on the following topics: 

• The evolution of Stereolithography featuring the SLAbot-2, the company’s latest development in 
SLA. 

• How to design for additive manufacturing parts, molds and tools, highlighting how designers and 
engineers can bypass the limitations of traditional manufacturing in a fluid digital-to-physical 
workflow. 

• Precision healthcare and personalized medical solutions, including Virtual Surgical Planning 
(VSP®) and 3D printed anatomical models, surgical guides and devices. 

• Metal printing for aerospace and defense, showcasing how complex designs can lead to lower 
costs, lighter weight and enhanced performance in mission critical applications. 

• Full color printing for medical, industrial and entertainment, to garner insights, drive effective 
communication and pioneer visual and functional process innovations. 

• The latest Selective Laser Sintering materials and system features, and how to leverage them to 
create functional end-use parts and drive product innovation. 

• 3DSPRINT™, allowing users to prepare, fix, print and monitor files in a single front end 
software platform. 

3D Systems’ Co-Founder and Chief Technology Officer, Chuck Hull, will also attend AMUG 2016 and 
participate in a Diamond Sponsor Panel on April 5. “It is always a pleasure to be able to exchange and 
foster new ideas directly with our users,” said Hull. “We are excited to celebrate our 30 year history at 
AMUG 2016, and to share this milestone with those who have joined us along the way.”   

Click here to return to Contents 

First ASSESS Congress Resounding Success with 85 Technology Thought Leaders in Attendance 
22 March 2016 

The first congress on Analysis, Simulation, and Systems Engineering Software Strategies (ASSESS 
2016) was held in Potomac, Maryland on January 20-22, 2016. This congress brought together 85 key 
thought leaders related to simulation and systems engineering from multiple applications and industries. 
The congress helped set the path forward for strategies related to Software Technologies for Analysis, 

http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=u0O-8HTgM2O8UybxGaV4B61HJLwEHFY7tP2chvwAZPdVKP7S6AdPzq6OJqaSDC8W1JZgugN6nJVTYRbX0S_MNgCrli_YySUv9wlywjxLxXfZb9MSXzX-sTHKgm3jlC1GJVWflMuvJtAXyvJN579CgOxcqDU9JPCdBCtJzS5krpDbMbN0lw9op4X7QFiLQefa
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=FXCC0DDCyWBBzfdONUXQFzfr6r4RhZrluHhFyACiUJi7STUTPkW3hVJacqBf4GafQmhORStwczmdyfIahhQP-ER5UX7KqQQgjXerQIVSE7IsSYAunA19HkZRFBf5J7m6
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=JDKkFc6GTIK1YWs9dUEbeGV6t8rtOqz9Ic3iXSbFYAScBhJBQO5K41ODDzBiFLuxRP70m62m_d9kZgZJOHqzN0e6a3SA4t3PP5smnxO-nzXijjMlL8doO6Rr7_WaN4Cy
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=pdr_gWBWbqUd6xL3ooMPXdjqC3KHvzJxkKlV_9bagJsMRje4cS7cuK-ezNcznTCwBusHtWPsvFAEu-VSYYwk2jgAGRsz0Gn_XJuXvKuGu_StG3Z1bsYRVt1DYOLvop9T
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=pdr_gWBWbqUd6xL3ooMPXdjqC3KHvzJxkKlV_9bagJsMRje4cS7cuK-ezNcznTCwBusHtWPsvFAEu-VSYYwk2jgAGRsz0Gn_XJuXvKuGu_StG3Z1bsYRVt1DYOLvop9T
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=-EpEPkEyUbZIxrvDz4KAMrCkWzw-z-nEKkSiK_clTcrDXj_Ds0I-tMRnsMd0TXYGsGkLs_45_ey3WvaFjri96BxNhQZWGd_rEB-oFxyP0x_SIw8jGoygFF63Y29ASfz0CPLgObfBqZvgHy3A6P4uIia56KfBnFDPKH5oN7PduHU%3D
http://globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=-EpEPkEyUbZIxrvDz4KAMrCkWzw-z-nEKkSiK_clTcrDXj_Ds0I-tMRnsMd0TXYGsGkLs_45_ey3WvaFjri96BxNhQZWGd_rEB-oFxyP0x_SIw8jGoygFF63Y29ASfz0CPLgObfBqZvgHy3A6P4uIia56KfBnFDPKH5oN7PduHU%3D
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Systems Engineering and Simulation (STASES). In spite of the blizzard of 2016, which descended upon 
the Washington, DC area during the event, ASSESS was very well attended.  
The ASSESS Initiative was formed by Cyon Research and intrinSIM to bring together key players to 
guide and influence strategies for software tools for model-based analysis, simulation, and systems 
engineering. ASSESS is a broad reaching, multi-industry initiative to expand the use and benefit of 
software tools for model-based analysis, simulation and systems engineering. 
The primary goal of the ASSESS Initiative is to prepare the industry for the coming challenges it 
faces—leading to significantly increase in the usage of and the benefit from these software technologies 
across the full spectrum of industries, applications and users. Several users of simulation technologies 
gave keynote presentations including Rodney Dreisbach formerly of The Boeing Company where he 
served as a Senior Technical Fellow. Rodney challenged the ASSESS audience with “The first 
generation of CAx is nearing an end! and A New First Generation of CAx is beginning” and an 
impassioned call for a “Unified Vision” for converting STASES to Analysis, Simulation and Systems 
Engineering Tools made Smarter (ASSETS). Other keynotes were given by Jesse Citizen, Director, 
Defense Modeling and Simulation Coordination Office (DMSCO), Office of the Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Systems Engineering; Roger Burkhart, Technology Architect at Deere & 
Company; and Zack Eckblad, server/product division at Intel. 
ASSESS was a working congress, set up to educate, guide and influence software strategies for 
multidisciplinary simulation and design exploration. The working groups explored the following themes: 

1. Democratizing STASES: Making simulation usable and available to anyone who needs it 

2. STASES Confidence: Building confidence in the simulation methods & processes 

3. Business Challenges: Topics that vendors and users should consider from licensing to engaging 
non-technical executives 

4. The Intersection of Systems Modeling and Classical Simulation: Enabling simulation of very 
complex systems with an improved connection to detailed analyses 

5. Aligning Commercial, Government & Research Interests and Efforts: Bringing alignment of 
efforts to maximize effectiveness of all sectors 

6. Potential Game Changers: Technology changes that are on the horizon that can have profound 
effects 

7. Looking Forward: What’s coming that the ASSESS community needs to be paying attention to  

Each three hour working group discussed vision, goals, issues, priorities and recommended next steps. 

The results of the working groups will be presented at COFES 2016 in April. 

“The ever-increasing demand for improved performance of new products has driven their designs to 
higher levels of system and sub-system complexities. In turn, for industries to remain competitive in 
engineering new products, their cross-functional system and subsystem modeling and simulation 
expectations have been increasing at a phenomenal rate,” says Rod Dreisbach, Senior Technical Fellow, 
Computational Structures Technology, (Retired), The Boeing Company (Roddreisbach@comcast.net). 
“I am proud to be an active participant in the ASSESS Initiative. The ASSESS 2016 Congress brought 
together many of the key players in Analysis, Simulation and Systems Engineering as a great first step 
for the industry to collaborate on a unified vision to meet the future needs for simulation.” 
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Three ASSESS sessions will be held during COFES (Congress for the Future of Engineering Software) 
2016 in Scottsdale, Arizona on April 7-10: an ACCESS Initiative Advisory Committee meeting, a 
Special Session for reporting the findings from ASSESS 2016 and an ASSESS roundtable discussion. 
The next meetings of the ASSESS Initiative will take place at COFES 2016 in April and NAFEMS 
Americas Conference in June. 
The ASSESS Initiative is an industry effort focused on strategies for software tools for model-based 
analysis, simulation, and systems engineering. The goal of the ASSESS Initiative is to prepare the 
analysis, simulation, and systems engineering industry for the coming challenges it is facing. If the 
industry continues on its current path, it will experience crippling shortages of PhD Analysts required to 
use currently available tools. While there are promising technologies that may mitigate the projected 
shortage, much still needs to be done in order to enable the potential “revolution” of increased usage and 
benefit from these software technologies across the full spectrum of industries, applications and users (in 
both the government and commercial sectors). The ASSESS Initiative acts by guiding and influencing 
strategies for the software vendor, manufacturer, academic, and government communities. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Industrie Paris 2016: NCSIMUL CAM in the spotlight  
23 March 2016 

In 2016, for the 3rd year running, Spring is among the nominees for the innovation awards at 
INDUSTRIE Paris tradeshow. Already, in 2012, SICOM was nominated in the "Productivity" category. 
Then in 2014, WYSIWYC, competing in the "Technology" category was awarded the "Special prize" 
for Innovation. 
This year, from among 123 submissions, NCSIMUL CAM has been nominated in the "Digital Tools" 
category. 
Philippe Solignac, Corporate Marketing Director comments: "These three nominations at INDUSTRIE 
underscore our innovation capacity and our constant investment in Research & Development. We put 
our customers at the center of our innovations to offer them the tools they need to implement Industry 
4.0 guidelines*, guaranteeing significant gains in production and increased competitiveness.” 
NCSIMUL CAM: CNC programming 4.0, hybrid, agile, flexible 
This module can be added to existing CAM systems, accelerating the integration of new CNC machines 
into the production cycle and improving scheduling in the workshop. CAM reprogramming in a few 
clicks for all types of CNC machines becomes simple, agile and flexible, significantly optimizing O.E.E. 
(Overall equipment effectiveness) rate and increasing production capacity per machine for 
manufacturers. 
The 3 major innovations of NCSIMUL CAM: 

• Change of machine in a few clicks, regardless of the machine (kinematics, controller, tools, 
cutting conditions) for a fully flexible production line 

• “Hybrid” programming: From diversified CAD/CAM input data (3D, APT/CLdata tool paths) or 
existing CNC programs (G-code), NCSIMUL CAM has the unique capability to automatically 
generate error-free and optimized CNC programs. It significantly reduces reprogramming time 
from prototype to mass production, or  when reusing old G-code based programs for new 
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machines 

• No more external post-processor, eliminating the usual costs of post-processor development, 
setup and associated maintenance. 

NCSIMUL CAM benefits. The facts and figures: 

• Reprograming individual parts on cubes = 1 hour instead of 8. 

• Reprogramming historical pieces on new and more efficient CNC machines = 1 day instead of 5. 

• Increase machine usage rate through scheduling flexibility = 10%. 
Besides SPRING Technologies’ participation at the Innovation Awards, the platform NCSIMUL 
SOLUTIONS 10.1 will demonstrate all the advantages of a complete machining process, to streamline 
and sustain the technical investments that are increasingly complex and expensive for companies in all 
industrial sectors. 
WHERE?  Paris-Nord Villepinte  

WHEN?  From April 4th to 8th  

WHY?  to discover all the NCSIMUL SOLUTIONS 10.1 upgrades and innovations, and especially for 
the following add-ons: NCSIMUL CAM, NCSIMUL MACHINE, NCSIMUL DNC/MONITOR and 
NCSIMUL TOOL, and mobility through the toughpad. 
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Intergraph CAESAR II Webinars to Demonstrate Customization Options 
22 March 2016 

Intergraph will host a CAESAR II webinar on March 29 at 10:00 a.m. CDT (Houston) / 5:00 p.m. CEST 
(Amsterdam) and again on March 30 at 8:00 p.m. CDT (Houston) / March 31 at 12:00 p.m. AEDT 
(Melbourne) that will demonstrate several easy adjustments users can make in the program environment 
to help simplify and speed up input and provide more content when creating piping models and 
evaluating piping system stresses. The webinar will discuss ways to organize the input and output to 
help users save time and improve comprehension of the results. 
The webinar leader will be David Diehl, lead instructor for CAESAR II, principal author of the 
CAESAR II online training course and manager of training at Intergraph CADWorx & Analysis 
Solutions. Diehl has served 16 years on the Society of Piping Engineers and Designers (SPED) board of 
directors and is a current committee vice-chair. 

Click here to return to Contents 

LIGHT consortium to show how to design parts for metal additive manufacturing 
21 March 2016 

Members of the LIGHT project consortium will share their findings from the two-year project on the 
design of parts for metal additive manufacturing (AM) at a dissemination event at the Bloodhound SSC 
Technical Centre in Bristol on 26th April. 
With a mission to inspire new design freedoms and find new solutions for the additive manufacturing 

http://www.ncsimul.com/fr/contenu.php?ID=718
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(AM) of lightweight metal parts, the LIGHT project, which is supported by Innovate UK, the UK’s 
innovation agency, aims to implement and validate CADCAM solutions for lightweight components 
being 3D printed from metals.  In particular, LIGHT has investigated the use of novel low-density lattice 
structures to support overhanging geometries and so prevent deformation during printing. 
The design freedom offered by AM coupled with the promise of tool-less manufacturing, is compelling.  
However, additively manufacturing complex parts with overhanging geometries requires the use of 
sacrificial support structures to hold the part during the build.  While necessary, these structures add 
constraints to the geometries that can be achieved using AM techniques.  
Through the LIGHT project, the consortium has sought to implement and validate CADCAM solutions 
that facilitate the selective replacement of internal geometries with self-supporting, low-density lattice 
structures.  If these lattice structures can efficiently support internal and external overhanging 
geometries, new design freedoms can be achieved.  
During the dissemination event on 26th April, the project partners will present case studies about the 
demonstrator parts created during the project.  LIGHT tested the capabilities of additive manufacturing 
technologies to their limits by producing demonstrator parts that were engineered to withstand extreme 
conditions:  

• A crushable earth re-entry capsule designed to protect planetary samples during atmospheric 
entry, descent and landing - designed by Magna Parva 

• A jet engine thrust nozzle with operating conditions of 500°C - designed by HiETA 

• An air brake door hinge that must withstand 50kN of force - designed by Bloodhound 

Hosted by consortium member Bloodhound SSC at the Bloodhound Technical 

Centre in Bristol, attendees will be able to take advantage of a tour of the 1,000mph Bloodhound SSC 
car with chief engineer Mark Chapman.  Delegates will also have the opportunity to network over lunch.  

The LIGHT project has involved a consortium of seven organisations that, in addition to Bloodhound 
SSC, includes Delcam, HiETA, CRDM/3DSystems, EOS, Simpleware and Magna Parva. All of the 
partners will be on hand at the event to share their experience of using software and hardware to produce 
lattices using metal AM techniques. 

Click here to return to Contents 

See New Additive Manufacturing Development Methods and Altair's HyperWorks 14.0 at HMI 
22 March 2016 

Altair presents at this year's HANNOVER MESSE, April 25 - 29, the latest version of its simulation 
software suite HyperWorks® 14.0, its concept design and optimization tools solidThinking Evolve® 
and Inspire® 2016, and new design processes for the development and manufacturing of innovative 
products. In addition, Altair will host: "ATCx AM - Design for Additive Manufacturing," a conference 
included in the overall program of the CAE Forum. The Altair program takes place on April 27 in Hall 
6, starting at 1pm and offers an afternoon filled with presentations from partners such as Laser Zentrum 
Nord, Materialise, and voxeljet as well as customers such as EDAG and RUAG Space. The companies 
will present technologies and solutions for additive manufacturing, spanning from design to actual 3D 
printing.  

http://www.altair.de/
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Altair showcases the entire development and manufacturing processes of a cast aluminum component 
jointly with its partners HBM nCode, presenting its solutions at the Altair booth, and voxeljet, exhibiting 
adjacent to Altair. The component was designed and optimized with Inspire, then nCode DesignLife was 
applied to conduct a fatigue analysis and finally solidThinking's Click2Cast software was used for a 
casting simulation. The created design resulted in a casting form, 3D-printed by voxeljet. This process 
ensured that the component benefited from all of the positive characteristics 3D printing and casting 
offer. Thanks to the optimized design inspired by nature, created with Inspire, and the application of a 
3D-printed cast form with voxeljet solutions, manufacturers can now benefit from the design freedom 
3D printing offers while taking advantages such as being fit for series production and a higher cost 
efficiency that casting provides. In addition, the component also had a better performance than 
traditionally manufactured parts. Depending on the load case, the new component was 3 to 5 times 
stiffer, without having to add weight.     
Altair also shows its solutions for laser additive manufacturing methods together with Laser Zentrum 
Nord. Throughout 2016, the companies will offer trainings in which engineers and designers can learn 
how to develop and design state of the art metal 3D-printed products. The companies also collaborate on 
projects for various customers from different industries, such as automotive and aerospace, and will 
present case studies resulting from this cooperation. 
"We are happy to welcome HBM nCode and Laser Zentrum Nord at our booth," said Mirko 
Bromberger, Director Marketing and Additive Manufacturing Strategies at Altair Engineering. "Both 
companies are important partners for development and production, especially with regards to new 
development and manufacturing processes. The visitors of Hannover Messe can expect a very broad and 
informative program, highlighting solutions for the different production and engineering disciplines." 
In the course of CAE Forum at HANNOVER MESSE 2016, Altair will organize and moderate the 
symposium: "Design for Additive Manufacturing" featuring these presentations: 

• Structures Inspired by Nature for 3D Printing -  Technology Symbiosis of Topology 
Optimization and Additive Manufacturing - Altair 

• Key Aspects of Design for Additive Manufacturing - LZN 

• Development of a Flexibly Manufactured A-pillar Inspired by Nature for the EDAG "Light 
Cocoon" Project - EDAG 

• Development processes for the innovative manufacturing of mold components - Altair 

• Realizing part optimization by 3D printing - voxeljet 

• Design for Additive Manufacturing: Challenges and Opportunities for Space Structures - RUAG 
Space 

• Design for Additive Manufacturing -  Case Study: AM Pressure Valve - Materialise 
Visit Altair at HANNOVER MESSE 2016, hall 7/booth B32 and on Wednesday, April 27 starting 
at 1.00pm at the CAE-Forum in hall 6. 
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Vero Software Preview Product Portfolio At MACH 
24 March 2016 

http://www.altairatc.com/EventHome.aspx?event_id=65
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Vero will be partnering with its parent company Hexagon at MACH 2016, showcasing new and 
enhanced features in the latest releases of its CAD/CAM product portfolio.  
MACH coincides with the planned issue of Edgecam, VISI, and WorkNC, so the show at the NEC in 
Birmingham, will be the first opportunity for manufacturers to see a preview of the software’s latest 
releases. Visitors to the joint Hexagon/Vero booth #5710 will see the very latest new features designed 
to improve cycle times and product quality.  
Edgecam: Edgecam 2016 R2 delivers a number of new features and milling, turning and wire EDM 
users will benefit from over 30 important new and enhanced items of CAD and CAM functionality, with 
developers working on more for display at MACH. User experience developments include super-fast file 
loading for large assemblies, auto indexing when moving between features on different planes, and 
colour filter selection when selecting geometry and features. A number of machining cycles have been 
enhanced, including the ability to support a number of sharp corner profiling methods such as loop, 
break-corner, chamfer and others with significantly reduced code output. In addition, support for 
probing cycles has been enhanced with direct solid picking and full associativity to the parent geometry. 
VISI: Major graphic enhancements include an updated GUI with quick access toolbars, live icon 
combinations on the mouse, improved hidden line removal and geometry selection by ‘free-shape’ 
brush. In addition, CAD translators have been updated to support the latest 3rd party CAD formats 
including Inventor 2016, layer categories for NX and attribute hole mapping for Catia V5. 
User efficiency continues to be a focus and major CAD developments include significant picking and 
sketching enhancements, associativity improvements for 3D dimensions, the ability to combine both 
solid and surface geometry in the same Boolean operations, and multiple plotview updates.  
VISI Mould developments include improved cooling channel management with support for solid 
groups, CAD transformations and updated catalogue components such as plugs, connectors and baffles. 
Additional enhancements include a new tool to produce lubrication grooves and a re-written database 
tool to manage and edit the 3D standard element libraries. A new ‘Part Definition’ process provides a 
step-by-step workflow which helps the user evaluate the moulding feasibility of a part, resulting in a 
HTML report that details the part thickness and volume, and filling, packing and cooling times – 
essential information during the quoting stage. 
Work NC: WorkNC 2016 benefits from the Vero best-practice technology sharing concept and also 
introduces Waveform Roughing into the latest release. Sharing proven software code will free 
developers to work on other applications, significantly improving the rate of product enhancements.  
In version 2016, the Auto 5 technology is now available as a standard module. Using Auto 5, operators 
can automatically generate 5 axis toolpaths based on existing 3 axis toolpaths while also taking into 
consideration the kinematics of the predefined 5 axis CNC machine. Engineers can convert 3 axis and 
3+2 axis toolpaths into simultaneous 5 axis toolpaths. The intelligent toolpaths are automatically 
checked in order to avoid collisions and manage the linear and rotational limits of the machine. The 
Auto 5 technology allows the use of shorter, more rigid cutters allowing most of the part to be finished 
in one single operation.  
WAVEFORM: The Waveform technology, developed over several years by Vero Software, significantly 
improves standard roughing strategies by removing a consistent amount of material while preserving 
machine and tool service life. In order to maintain a constant load on the cutter, the strategy consists of 
machining from the stock material towards the part geometry. This approach results in a reduced number 
of intermittent cutting movements, especially in the outer areas, meaning that the tool stays engaged in 
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the material for as long as possible and leads to fewer retracts and air cutting periods. The stepover 
distance automatically adjusts in order to maintain a constant load on the cutter, making it possible to 
maintain optimal feed rates during the whole cycle, which can achieve machining rates of up to 5 times 
faster than traditional roughing strategies. 
Radan: The latest release of sheet metal software, Radan, contains a number of major technological 
steps to improve Radan, Radbend, Radm-ax and Radtube functions. Radan 2016 introduces a new 
interactive auto-tooling concept which allows users to specify which areas of the parts and nest, to 
automatically tool, including individual variations of the parameters, such as the settings for a 
complicated aperture. This means you can be much more creative with the automatic tooling routines. 
Product Manager Olaf Körner says: “Radan is actually a whole suite of connected products. For 
example, there is a major connection between 3D in CAD/CAM and the Radbend press brake software. 
When manufacturers unfold a model they need to know how the bend process will be affected further 
down the production line. And when we bring in a 3D file we don’t know what’s in it; there might be a 
tube, or something that needs to go to the Radm-ax 5-axis laser system. So technologically it made sense 
to bring the products much closer together.” 
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Financial News 
EDA Consortium Reports EDA Industry Revenue For Q4 2015 
24 March 2016 

The EDA Consortium (EDAC) Market Statistics Service (MSS) today announced that the Electronic 
Design Automation (EDA) industry revenue declined 1.9 percent for Q4 2015 to $2064.5 million, 
compared to $2104 million in Q4 2014. The four-quarters moving average, which compares the most 
recent four quarters to the prior four quarters, increased by 5 percent. 
"After 23 consecutive quarters of growth, the EDA industry revenues declined slightly in the fourth 
quarter, compared to a particularly strong Q4 2014," said Walden C. Rhines, board sponsor for the 
EDAC MSS and chairman and CEO of Mentor Graphics. "However, industry revenue increased 5 
percent for calendar 2015 compared to 2014, and the semiconductor IP and services categories increased 
in Q4. Geographically, the Asia Pacific region continues to grow, while other regions saw modest 
declines this quarter." 
Companies that were tracked employed a record 34,169 professionals in Q4 2015, an increase of 7.7 
percent compared to the 31,735 people employed in Q4 2014, and up 2.2 percent compared to Q3 2015. 
The complete quarterly MSS report, containing detailed revenue information broken out by both 
categories and geographic regions, is available to members of the EDA Consortium. 
 

Revenue by Product Category 

Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) generated revenue of $645.3 million in Q4 2015, which represents 
a 7.8 percent decrease compared to Q4 2014. The four-quarters moving average for CAE increased 1.1 
percent. 
IC Physical Design & Verification revenue was $444.6 million in Q4 2015, an 8.1 percent decrease 
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compared to Q4 2014. The four-quarters moving average increased 3.9 percent. 
Printed Circuit Board and Multi-Chip Module (PCB & MCM) revenue of $165.3 million for Q4 2015 
represents a decrease of 6.2 percent compared to Q4 2014. The four-quarters moving average for PCB & 
MCM decreased 5.5 percent. 
Semiconductor Intellectual Property (SIP) revenue totaled $702.2 million in Q4 2015, a 9.2 percent 
increase compared to Q4 2014. The four-quarters moving average increased 13.4 percent. 
Services revenue was $107.1 million in Q4 2015, an increase of 5.4 percent compared to Q4 2014. The 
four-quarters moving average increased 3.1 percent. 
 

Revenue by Region 

The Americas, EDA's largest region, purchased $906.5 million of EDA products and services in Q4 
2015, a decrease of 3.1 percent compared to Q4 2014. The four-quarters moving average for the 
Americas increased 6.1 percent. 
Revenue in Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) decreased 1.7 percent in Q4 2015 compared to 
Q4 2014 on revenues of $323.2 million. The EMEA four-quarters moving average decreased 1.3 
percent. 
Fourth quarter 2015 revenue from Japan decreased 8.4 percent to $189.3 million compared to Q4 2014. 
The four-quarters moving average for Japan decreased 1.1 percent. 
The Asia/Pacific (APAC) region revenue increased to $645.5 million in Q4 2015, an increase of 2 
percent compared to the fourth quarter of 2014. The four-quarters moving average increased 9.2 percent. 
The complete MSS report, available to the EDA Consortium members, contains additional detail for 
countries in the Asia/Pacific region. 
About the MSS Report 

The EDA Consortium Market Statistics Service reports EDA industry revenue data quarterly and is 
available to EDAC members. Both public and private companies contribute data to the report. Each 
quarterly report is published approximately three months after quarter close. MSS report data is 
segmented as follows: revenue type (product licenses and maintenance, services, and SIP), application 
(CAE, PCB/MCM Layout, and IC Physical Design & Verification), and region (the Americas, Europe 
Middle East and Africa, Japan, and Asia Pacific), with many subcategories of detail provided. The 
report also tracks total employment of the reporting companies. 
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Implementation Investments 
Arena Partners with Triniti 
24 March 2016 

Arena Solutions, the pioneer of cloud-based product lifecycle management (PLM) applications, today 
announced that it has partnered with Triniti, the leading global Oracle e-business suite consulting and 
solutions firm pioneering in Application Data Management, to release an integration between Arena 

http://www.triniti.com/
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PLM and Oracle e-business suite (EBS). With this adapter, new and changed product data are 
automatically transferred from Arena PLM to Oracle EBS, enabling customers to plan more accurately 
and greatly reduce time to market. 
This Arena-Oracle Adapter automates the process of transferring changed product data from Arena to 
Oracle ERP, avoiding manual entry errors and ensuring that Oracle ERP is up-to-date. When a product 
is released from Arena, the Adapter is configured to capture the data automatically without the need for 
user intervention, eliminating any lag in data synchronization between Arena and Oracle. Based on 
business requirements, the adapter can be configured to create and change the product data at right 
places in EBS with right attributes. 
“With this adapter, product companies can reduce manual data transfer from the BOM to Oracle, 
improving accuracy and speeding time to market,” said Steve Chalgren, executive vice president of 
Product Management and chief strategy officer at Arena. “As a result, engineers can spend more time 
developing new products and far less inputting data into the ERP.” 
Customers can also enable Oracle’s workflow technology to send notifications to different teams, such 
as product planners and cost managers, to capture planning, costing and other ERP specific data for the 
items released from Arena. 
“At Triniti, we specialize in integrating strategic business applications with Oracle, providing business 
value with end-to-end solutions tailored to meet your business goals and flexible to adapt to its changing 
aspects,” said Srinath Alamela, CEO at Triniti. “The Arena-Oracle Adapter addresses a growing need 
that we identified in the market as large enterprise customers already using Oracle ERP increasingly turn 
to Arena PLM’s cloud-based offering to manage their BOM.” 
Founded in 1997, Triniti provides world-class business and application consulting, along with software 
products specifically designed to extract the full value of Oracle’s e-Business Suite. 
Triniti offers Products and Oracle e-Business Suite Implementations services that are designed to deliver 
a finely tuned, robust environment that supports consistent, fact based decision making in real time. 
They provide best in class solutions for complex supply chains comprising internal and/or outsourced 
manufacturing. 
Triniti has successfully led large multi-site, multi-country “big bang” implementations of the entire e-
business suite. Likewise, Triniti has also implemented for much smaller companies using techniques that 
complement their business objectives. 
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BlueCielo ECM Solutions and Kinsmen Group Announce Global Partnership 
22 March 2016 

BlueCielo ECM Solutions has appointed Kinsmen Group as a global reseller and implementation 
partner. With offices in the U.S. and United Kingdom, the appointment of Kinsmen Group provides a 
trusted BlueCielo partner with worldwide coverage. 
BlueCielo works with a comprehensive network of certified partners to deliver global solutions with 
local support and expertise. Each BlueCielo partner is able to advise customers and provide all the 
services necessary to implement, maintain and improve BlueCielo software. 
BlueCielo customers increasingly operate at a global level. As a result, BlueCielo selects partners who 
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can support our customers’ growing needs with high level consultancy, implementation services and 
support. Kinsmen Group offers a team of highly experienced specialists with in-depth knowledge of the 
business requirements of asset-intensive industries. 
“We are pleased to announce the formal appointment of Kinsmen Group as a BlueCielo global partner,” 
said Willem-Jan Scholten, CEO of BlueCielo. “Kinsmen Group is an ideal partner for BlueCielo as they 
bring a wealth of highly specialized knowledge and experience of our solutions and services. In 
addition, Kinsmen Group is a proven local partner that can deliver the highest level of implementation 
and support for Meridian software, including our cloud-based Meridian360 Portal.” 
Brian Sallade, CEO of Kinsmen Group added: “The agreement with BlueCielo is a natural extension of 
our ALIM services and consulting business. It enables Kinsmen Group to provide complete engineering, 
asset lifecycle information management and document control solutions to help organizations increase 
efficiency, improve safety and assure compliance of their operational assets.” 
Operating globally from locations in the U.S. and the U.K., Kinsmen Group provides specialized and 
practical ALIM (Asset Lifecycle Information Management) including engineering, asset lifecycle 
information management and document control services to help meet the compliance, safety, efficiency 
and business goals of owner operators in asset intensive industries. 
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Honda Selects IBM Watson IoT Technology Enabling Real-Time Racing Decisions for Formula One 
Drivers 
17 March 2016 

IBM today announced that Honda R&D is monitoring and analyzing data from more than 160 sensors in 
Formula One (F1) cars using IBM Watson Internet of Things (IoT) technology. Now, drivers and crews 
can apply data and analytics in real-time to help streamline performance and improve fuel efficiency, 
enabling drivers to make real-time racing decisions based on this data, such as speed adjustments and pit 
stops. 
The exciting world of motorsports has brought entertainment to fans worldwide for almost 100 years, 
and is known for the split-second reactions by drivers that make or break the race. After a race, 
engineers would pull data, including timing and fuel flow, from the vehicle to adjust racing strategies for 
the next race. 
But today, the sport has evolved to one that is highly data driven with drivers always being connected. 
Now, racing teams can analyze fast streaming vehicle and driver data to adjust racing strategies in real-
time, including ways to conserve fuel -- all critical factors that can help to win the race. And, in 2014, 
the Fédération Internationale de l'Automobile (FIA), which governs Formula One racing, published new 
regulations that required all Formula One cars to use hybrid engines and limited fuel consumption 
during races, driving the sport to focus on developing more energy efficient automotive technologies. 
To help mark its return to Formula One racing and reach new milestones in efficiency for both race cars 
and future consumer models, Honda R&D developed a new system to analyze data from hybrid engines, 
known as power units, to quickly and efficiently check residual fuel levels and estimate the possibility of 
mechanical problems. Honda is using the IBM IoT for Automotive solution, based on IBM Watson IoT 
technology, to deliver data generated from cars, including temperature, pressure and power levels, 
directly to the cloud for real-time analysis. 
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"Honda R&D is thrilled to work with IBM to mark its return to F1 racing, applying advanced IoT 
technologies to help ensure our drivers and teams are constantly connected," said Satoru Nada, chief 
engineer and manager, Power Unit Development Division, Honda R&D Co., Ltd. HRD Sakura. “We are 
bringing excitement to fans worldwide around the performance of our vehicles and drivers, with the 
power of data and real-time analytics becoming a critical factor in winning races." 
Honda's F1 racing vehicles are now also able to recover or save energy to use later during the race for 
more power. For example, anytime the driver uses the brakes, the heat given off from friction can be 
captured and saved to the battery, similar to the hybrid vehicles Honda sells to consumers. Or, the 
system will capture heat from the exhaust and save it as more energy in the battery as well. Then, the 
system can give the driver more power when he needs it, such as when passing another racer. 
As a race is taking place, data is streamed to the cloud and shared with the pit crew teams equipped with 
tablets and mobile technology. The data is analyzed in real-time by researchers at HRD Sakura, Honda’s 
R&D facility in Japan and the McLaren Honda F1 team in the United Kingdom. Transmitting this 
analysis using IBM Streams, implemented by IBM Global Business Services, as the race is taking place 
allows for adjustments to basic metrics such as temperature, pressure and power levels that help improve 
the vehicle's performance. Additionally, the Honda research team can also now build very complex 
performance models to measure energy recovery of the power unit to ensure its longevity. 
"With the rapid growth of the Internet of Things, by 2025, every car will be connected in some way 
exuding vast amounts of streaming data ranging from traffic updates to health of the vehicle, operations 
and more,” said Harriet Green, general manager, Watson IoT, Commerce & Education, IBM. “We are 
excited to team with Honda to provide sophisticated cognitive IoT capabilities and analytics to combine 
data directly from the F1 racing vehicles with other sources, allowing Honda to not only enhance its 
vehicles that are built for speed, but to also be more friendly to our environment.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

LITE-ON Implements Optomec 3D Printing Systems 
23 March 2016 

Optomec, a provider of production-grade additive manufacturing systems, has stated its Aerosol Jet 
technology is being used by LITE-ON to develop electronic devices. LITE-ON has created a 3D Direct 
Printing (3DP) solution that lets them integrate 3D antenna patterns and other functional electronics into 
mechanical structures or covers. 
According to the company, LITE-ON first purchased Aerosol Jet technology to develop prototypes for 
its OEM (original equipment manufacturer) customers, which include communication device, personal 
care and automotive brands. After successfully implementing Aerosol Jet in prototype environments, 
LITE-ON expanded its usage and has now deployed multiple production machines in Guangzhou, 
China, operating 24/7 printing conformal electronics onto millions of consumer devices. 
“With the flexibility provided by Aerosol Jet technology, our 3DP systems can print sensors, antennas 
and other functional electronics onto plastic components and covers as well as metal die-cast insert-
molded polymer frames and even onto glass panels and ceramic materials,” said Henrik Johansson, 
senior manager, Technology Development Antennas, at LITE-ON. “We see Aerosol Jet as a strategic 
component of our 3DP solution, which has enabled us to expand into new markets.” 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Microsoft Uses Aras to Harness the Power of Agile Development 
25 March 2016 

After a recent acquisition, Microsoft IT needed a unified way to create, manage, and release hardware 
product data. Using an agile development methodology, we were able to quickly build and release a new 
consolidated product data management system. 
Harnessing the power of agile development: Business Case Study 

March 2016 

Integrating an acquired business means adjusting business processes, integrating data and technology 
platforms, and onboarding teams. When we acquired Nokia, each area posed significant integration 
complexity for both our joining and existing teams due to differences in size, processes, and priorities. 

A number of factors influence the level of process and technology integration between merging 
companies. In the case of the Nokia integration, we analyzed the state of the disparate and out-of-date 
product data management (PDM) systems that were in place and decided to migrate everyone to a new 
unified platform, OnePDM. 

In considering this opportunity, Microsoft Device teams requested we use this as an opportunity to move 
our hardware teams to a platform with industry-leading capabilities. Creating a centralized solution was 
also an important step toward a larger initiative—establishing a single product lifecycle management 
(PLM) platform. 

In practice, this created a complex challenge for us at Microsoft IT and the business teams. The many 
existing processes across the businesses evolved over years. Unifying them to a single PDM process and 
system would require significant collaboration with the product groups and Microsoft Supply Chain, 
consistent revisiting of future state requirements, and consideration of industry standards to define the 
new OnePDM platform’s standard process and features. This complex collaboration needed to be done 
without affecting product build and release schedules. 

The complexity required us to reconsider how we organized and engaged with others to quickly 
establish a robust, dynamic PDM platform. Agile development was integral to quickly prototype 
working software that global teams could evaluate quickly, resulting in faster, more efficient delivery of 
OnePDM. 

Developing OnePDM 
Historically at Microsoft, business groups funded their own software solutions and typically did not 
share systems to operate their business functions. The push to move to a unified platform for several 
business areas marks a cultural shift for Microsoft IT. 

Integrating product engineering and the supply chain to support OnePDM 

PLM is a complex process involving numerous global teams working nonstop to release new, innovative 
products. It spans from product envisioning through retirement and involves many areas of the business. 
PDM is a significant aspect of PLM and ensures critical product data flows correctly from the 
engineering groups to the manufacturing teams in order to fabricate and produce quality products 
according to specifications. Integration of the supply chain in OnePDM depends on hardware product 
data being mastered and controlled in one system. Successfully moving all product and device data 
management to one platform was critical to the success of creating a single PDM system. 
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Rapidly release core capabilities using agile development 
We needed a single functioning PLM platform to streamline product delivery from design teams to the 
supply chain. Based on experiences from other IT teams, we knew that to get a robust, functional tool 
out quickly required a fast, iterative approach. Agile development methodology was especially attractive 
to us to release working software quickly and to get real-time feedback from our business partners on a 
daily basis. The OnePDM system, with an initial set of core capabilities, was released rapidly so 
stakeholders could continuously improve the platform. 
The more traditional waterfall method includes gathering in-depth requirements, developing a solution, 
deploying to a test environment, and then moving it into production. With agile methodology, 
development cycles (sprints) are rapid and iterative. Once the core functionality was built and released, 
we began working with the business groups to test and refine additional capabilities using daily builds. 
Understanding existing business processes and industry standards 

We looked at the needs of large groups that would use OnePDM and analyzed the strengths, capabilities, 
and weaknesses of existing PDM processes and systems. We also worked with stakeholders to 
determine new features or improvements that they would like to see in OnePDM. 
It was very important for us to clearly understand our stakeholders’ current situation and how their 
groups’ processes were aligned with, or were different from, industry standards. Whenever possible, we 
want to move our business processes toward leading industry standards, so our partner’s experience will 
more closely resemble the experiences they have with other businesses. 

Defining business objectives 
OnePDM was designed to integrate multiple systems into a modern solution that will enable new 
strategic product lifecycle capabilities. Early on, we defined the following high-level business objectives 
for OnePDM: 

• Accelerate design collaboration across product lines 

• Establish core foundations for product data 

• Maintain traceability across the entire product lifecycle 

• Enable internal and external collaboration models for design and engineering 

• Enable in-house and contract manufacturing 

• Creating a development roadmap 
We developed a roadmap that documented and prioritized the capabilities that needed to be included to 
achieve the first minimally viable product (MVP). The roadmap also included the iterative path of 
additional features that would be added and improved upon after the OnePDM MVP release was rolled 
out. 

Building OnePDM using the agile methodology 
We were merging two entirely different businesses while also looking for standards that would work for 
all groups within the company. We wanted to benefit from the strengths of each business and build 
aligned end-to-end processes. The agile methodology helped us release a functioning OnePDM platform 
quickly, by allowing rapid prototyping of industry-based processes so that groups could decide if they 
could be adopted as a common process or if a unique process had to remain unique to Microsoft. End-
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user representatives from our business groups and IT team members met daily in scrum meetings to 
discuss how the business process could work and provide feedback. 
The agile team structure 

Three different groups each play a key role in our program, representing the primary governance, 
steering, and delivery roles. 
The governance board meets quarterly and includes executive sponsors that provide organizational 
sponsorship. They review execution plans, the program roadmap, and "go forward" recommendations, 
and they assess impacts. 
The steering committee meets weekly and is made up of leadership that provides core business group 
decision-making and program guidance. They identify business group participants for implementation, 
integration, and deployment, and drive change management and communications activities for their 
respective business groups. 
The development team and their partners met daily for functional and technical decision making that 
identifies business group reviewers, defined as part of the overall project. They also broadly run 
program activities, from collecting requirements to reviewing and approving solutions; and supporting 
deployment. 

Using agile to constantly deliver 
Agile development makes it possible for us to try out more configurations faster. Using agile 
development, we could configure and build working software within a day or two to obtain immediate 
feedback from the device groups. This helped not only how features and related user stories were being 
implemented, but established buy-in from the users on how the application functioned and how it 
supported the underlying processes. With traditional development, we would have spent a lot of time 
talking about how a new capability would work as it was added to a list of features scheduled to be built 
into the next version release or update. Agile development empowered us to make decisions, take 
actions, fail fast, and constantly deliver features that produced business value. It has been more resource 
efficient than the traditional approach. 

Starting with a third-party, Azure-certified PLM platform 
OnePDM used a third-party, Azure-certified platform in order to get up and running quickly rather than 
building a system from scratch. This gave us an industry leading starting point to develop our business 
processes and a standardized taxonomy across Microsoft business groups. The platform’s out-of-the-box 
capabilities and processes were used as our starting point and provide us the added benefit of receiving 
future innovations from a PLM industry leader. By determining what was available out-of-the-box and 
how they mapped to our existing systems, processes, and tools, we were able to adopt a standard system 
that aligns with industry best practice. 

Best practices 
While developing the OnePDM platform, we established best practices that might benefit other 
organizations that are considering agile development to build or simplify a process-based platform. 

Document your processes 
A guiding principle for OnePDM was to use industry-standard processes, unless a process that was 
unique to Microsoft had business justification or provided a benefit over the industry-standard process. 
However, not all of the processes across Microsoft were well documented, which caused some re-work. 
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In cases where documentation was available, agile development sprints had much better momentum in 
ensuring solutions were workable for all groups. We encountered the most difficulty in judging the best 
way forward when documentation was lacking. 

Understand that a better way may already be defined 
We recognized the need to consider industry standards to maximize our capabilities. Not only did we see 
variation between Microsoft and industry, we also understood business groups within Microsoft were 
operating differently. Adopting standards has far-reaching effects, since all business groups would need 
to adopt them as well. Industry standards were consistently evaluated to decide how they could enable 
and benefit the hardware product groups. By reviewing and understanding existing industry best 
practices and processes, we could effectively make reasoned decisions on when to adopt or reject an out-
of-the-box process. 
Doing this forced us to consider why certain processes and definitions were unique to Microsoft. Was it 
because those unique processes provide a benefit—or because they evolved from solutions that were 
built without determining what the industry standards were? When unique processes provide a benefit, 
we looked at them to see how they would fit within our overall objectives and be incorporated into the 
Microsoft standard. However, moving to standards allows Microsoft to be at the forefront of industry 
capabilities and adapt quickly to new advances. In the absence of a key business rationale or benefit, it 
makes more sense to get the businesses to snap to the industry standard (out of the box) process. 

Maintain agile momentum through participation 
Agile emphasizes daily collaboration to achieve the end goal. This enables teams to consider features 
and test, retest, pass, and fail fast on a daily basis. Therefore, agile methodology will only be effective if 
teams invest time in trying out the new capabilities and features released in almost daily incremental 
builds. It is important to secure sign-off from leadership and adequate participation from business 
groups. User feedback is essential to the process and derails momentum if user participation is 
intermittent or drops off. 

Treat product data as an asset 
Having multiple teams collaborate in an agile team is an opportunity to also consider complex 
improvements enabled by data. By moving all master product design data into a single system, we are 
driving agility and faster decision making. Allowing users to find all of their data in one system drives 
efficiency by saving time that would have been spent looking for information across multiple systems. It 
also helps align the hardware product groups to adopt a new level of confidentiality within OnePDM, 
which maintains access controls to data elements. By standardizing confidentiality across business 
groups, we were able to enable collaboration and reuse of product data that is global and non-
confidential, both of which will drive better cost decisions and reduce waste. 

Benefits 
Typical PDM implementations take 18 to 24 months with less complexity than we had here at 
Microsoft. Agile development greatly accelerated our program rollout while maintaining high quality. In 
six months, we had our first program release with working software. Within the year, we were able to 
replace our old systems and deliver additional capabilities. Other benefits of using agile development 
include: 

• Reduced development and deployment times. Code builds and environment deployments were 
reduced from 7,200 minutes once every three weeks to 10 minutes a day. 
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• Improved interoperability across engineering, manufacturing, and supply chain reduced time-to-
release product data from the PDM system to upstream and downstream systems. 

• Similar capabilities were modeled, developed, and deployed 50 percent faster than past efforts. 
This is increasing our agility and responsiveness to the needs of the business. 

OnePDM will save several million dollars (USD) in its first two years of operations by eliminating the 
operating expenses of multiple old PDM systems. In addition to those cost savings, business benefits of 
OnePDM include: 

• Enabling adoption of global parts and driving re-use across hardware product lines. 

• Uses Microsoft technologies to deliver simplified user experience capabilities to access the 
system and product data. 

• Fewer business resource requirements. Consolidating the PDM systems and increasing 
automation reduced the amount of effort required to perform engineering and supply chain 
activities. 

• Availability of a much more agile foundational platform reduces the time and effort required to 
onboard new groups or businesses. 

Conclusion 
OnePDM gives all Microsoft business groups a unified way to create, manage, and release their 
hardware product data. We built and are evolving a platform that is expanding classic PDM roles toward 
the company’s goal of having one platform that covers the entire product lifecycle. Agile development 
made it possible for us to consistently and incrementally improve our platform based on our business 
needs while still working toward our long term objectives. Additional meaningful benefits from this 
approach are less cost and accelerated delivery timeframe. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Sherborne Upholstery goes for full automation with Lectra 
23 March 2016 

Sherborne Upholstery, one of the UK's oldest family-owned upholstered furniture manufacturers, has 
chosen leather and fabric cutting room solutions from Lectra, a world leader in integrated technology 
solutions dedicated to industries using fabrics, leather, technical textiles and composite materials. 
Sherborne has been producing upholstered furniture for over 85 years and recently sought to automate 
and fully optimise its production. Lectra experts worked closely with Sherborne Upholstery to propose a 
comprehensive leather and fabric cutting room solution which would meet their needs, both now and in 
the future. 
Sherborne Upholstery chose Versalis®, Lectra's innovative leather cutting solution featuring advanced 
flaw identification, powerful leather nesting algorithms and unrivaled productivity. With Versalis, 
Sherborne Upholstery will be able to increase hide efficiency by up to 9.5%, reduce re-cuts by two-
thirds and boost sewing efficiency by 10% thanks to the improved quality and consistency of cut parts. 
"We were impressed, not only by Lectra's advanced technology and services, but by its expertise in 
automating the cutting room. This will transform the way we work, and will deliver significant savings 
and improved efficiency to enable our business to continue to grow in this competitive market," said 
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Chris Walker, managing director, Sherborne Upholstery. 
In addition, Sherborne Upholstery decided to upgrade its aging fabric cutting room with the 
implementation of two Vector® automated cutting solutions, which will increase production capacity 
and maximize operational uptime thanks to Lectra's predictive and preventative maintenance service. 
This leaves the company ideally positioned to meet its strategic growth objectives. 
"We have seen a rebound of the furniture market in the UK this past year and we are proud that 
Sherborne has chosen Lectra to support its ambition and its strategy to implement and optimize its 
cutting rooms," says Céline Choussy Bedouet, chief marketing officer, Lectra. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Thai Clothing Manufacturer V.T. Garment Achieves 98% On-Time Delivery With Infor Solutions 
21 March 2016 

V.T. Garment, a family-owned and operated apparel manufacturer headquartered in Bangkok, 
announced today that it has achieved an on-time and in-full delivery rate of 98 percent since 
implementing Infor CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine) into its manufacturing IT processes a year ago. In 
addition, the clothing manufacturer has achieved 97 percent inventory accuracy, reduced materials costs 
by five percent (nearly 10 million Baht) across purchasing and inventory, and has improved customer 
order confirmation timings by 30 percent. 
V.T. Garment Co. specializes in the manufacture of outerwear, casual wear, and sportswear for 
international clothing brands. Employing more than 3,000 staff across operations in Thailand and 
Myanmar, the company produces approximately 3 million pieces annually. With growing demands from 
apparel brands that are outsourcing their manufacturing, V.T. Garment needed a tier-one Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) system to modernize and standardize its operational processes, with specific 
focus on organizing the four Ms of production: man, method, material, and machines. 
"Our company needed to improve its processes for purchasing raw materials, tracking, and locating 
inventory within facilities. We were also looking to vastly Improve efficiencies across operations by 
integrating data that was housed in disparate systems. By collecting and analyzing the real-time data 
generated by these processes, we are now able to make quick decisions about forecasted lead times, 
inventory, and production capacity. Through Infor solutions, the company is now more agile and 
focused on our end customer, which is crucial in the fast-paced fashion industry," Group Managing 
Director, V.T. Garment Co., Ltd, Mr. Chalumpon Lotharukpong said. 
After one year of implementation, V.T. Garment has been able to centralize purchasing and rationalize 
inventory, resulting in lower production costs, while increasing the percentage of on-time, in-full 
deliveries to its global customers. With Infor CloudSuite Industrial, the company has been able to 
organize its warehousing with a standardized inventory management system that increases inventory 
accuracy and reduces the time required to locate a row of fabric for a production run. Enhanced visibility 
into all aspects of the business has allowed for more efficient decision-making, supported by 
streamlined, standardized processes. 
"Infor CloudSuite Industrial allows us to create the same amount of finished goods with less of the costs 
associated with raw materials. By factoring in those savings alone, we've seen positive ROI within one 
year. Having real-time visibility into the status of all our processes from order to cash is invaluable to 
our business," Mr. Chalumpon Lotharukpong said. 
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Infor CloudSuite Industrial is used at all locations in Thailand, as well as via a private cloud that 
provides the ERP software to V.T. Garment employees in Myanmar. By decreasing material costs per 
garment and gaining visibility into inventory and operations, the company now delivers greater value to 
its customers.  
"At Infor, we are committed to assisting our customers such as V.T. Garment with its transformational 
journey by enabling it with the power of greater visibility and forecasting across its manufacturing 
locations -- which enables faster, more responsive and customer-centric decision making," Vice 
President, Infor ASEAN, Ms. Helen Masters, said. "By shortening lead times for each customer order 
through Infor CloudSuite Industrial, V.T. Garment is now able to reduce the time it takes to deliver to its 
apparel clients a new design in the right size and colour, which helps them avoid missed customer 
sales." 
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Product News 
IronCAD Supports Direct SprutCAM Connection 
23 March 2016 

IronCAD, a leading provider of design productivity solutions, today announced full integration with the 
latest version of SprutCAM, a powerful programming system for milling, turning, wire EDM, multi-
tasking machine tools and robots. 

IronCAD's unique Catalog Drag & Drop technology leads the industry in design reuse and is especially 
helpful for CNC machine setup and fixture design. The Drag & Drop process offers intuitive part 
positioning which make it easy to create fixture assemblies, part setup documents and other relevant 
machining content. IronCAD makes it easy to share this information among your design team and the 
machine shop for convenient access.  
The IronCAD catalog can archive parts with precise datum locations for CNC machining and fixture 
design and when combined with IronCAD's patented TriBall®, customers can position and orient 
machining parts with ease. IronCAD also delivers a wide range of tools to allow you to keep your 
manufacturing team closely involved in your CNC projects by including photorealistic rendering, 3D/2D 
PDF, web publishing of models, and a standalone 3D viewer.  
Being a Gold Partner of IronCAD, SprutCAM system allows its users to add a "SprutCAM" button 
directly in IronCAD. On clicking this button, the current model is transferred and opened directly in 
SprutCAM. Additionally, while in the IronCAD session, the user is able to keep editing the model and 
then with a click of the "SprutCAM" button they are able to update the earlier opened model, recalculate 
the current tool path and generate a new control program. Such associativity ensures convenient working 
and updating with SprutCAM and the highest efficiency of the machining process due to excellent 
control programs.  
Cary O'Connor, Vice President of Marketing at IronCAD stated, "IronCAD is pleased to announce the 
SprutCAM integration and the granting of our Gold Partners status to SprutCAM." Cary added, "The 
SprutCAM integration is a natural extension in the design process and the ability to make changes to the 
design for manufacturing with the update mechanism to maintain tool paths, provides a significant 
increase in productivity."  

http://www.manufacturingtomorrow.com/news/2016/03/23/ironcad-supports-direct-sprutcam-connection/7792/
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Based in Atlanta, GA, IronCAD is a leading provider of 3D Design Productivity Solutions that deliver 
the highest levels of customer satisfaction and productivity. Individual components of this solution can 
be used standalone, complementary within an existing design environment, or can be used together to 
collaborate effectively throughout the enterprise to extend productivity. Its flagship product IRONCAD 
has won many industry awards for its innovative technology and leads the industry in its ease of use and 
design productivity. For more information on IronCAD, call 1-800-339-7304 or visit www.ironcad.com.  
SprutCAM with over 25 years of experience is a leading developer and supplier of computer-aided 
manufacturing (CAM) software for a full range of machine tool applications.  
SprutCAM is a powerful, high-performance, full-spectrum programming system for milling, turning, 
wire EDM, multi-tasking machine tools and robots.  
SprutCAM has over 5,000 licenses worldwide, managed through its network of dealers and OEMs. 
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MathWorks Announces Release 2016a of the MATLAB and Simulink Product Families 
21 March 2016 

MathWorks today introduced Release 2016a (R2016a). This release includes the MATLAB Live Editor, 
which offers the ability to write, run, and modify code in a single interactive environment to accelerate 
exploratory analysis, and App Designer, an environment that simplifies the process of building 
MATLAB apps. R2016a also includes a number of new features in Simulink to help speed model 
development and simulation, as well as updates and bug fixes to and all other products. 
The Live Editor offers a new way to create, edit, and run MATLAB code. Results and graphics are 
displayed together with the code that produced them in a single interactive environment, speeding 
exploratory programming and analysis. Now, scientists and engineers can add formatted text, 
mathematical equations, images, and hyperlinks to create an interactive narrative that can be shared with 
others. 
App Designer provides an enhanced design environment and UI component set for building MATLAB 
apps. It integrates the two primary tasks of creating an interactive application – laying out the visual 
components, and programming the behavior of the app. The generated code is object-oriented, which 
makes it easier to share data between the different elements of the app, and the compact structure makes 
it easier to understand and maintain.  
Additional MATLAB product family updates include: 

• MATLAB: New multiple y-axis plots, polar plots, and equation visualization 

• MATLAB: Pause, debug, and resume MATLAB code execution 

• Neural Network Toolbox: Deep learning with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for image 
classification tasks using GPU acceleration in Parallel Computing Toolbox 

• Symbolic Math Toolbox: Integration with the MATLAB Live Editor for editing symbolic code 
and visualizing results, and converting MuPAD notebooks to live scripts 

• Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox: Classification Learner app that trains multiple models 
automatically, visualizes results by class labels, and performs logistic regression classification 
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• Control System Toolbox: New and redesigned apps for designing SISO controllers, 
automatically tuning MIMO systems, and creating reduced-order models 

• Image Acquisition Toolbox: Support for Kinect for Windows v2 and USB 3 Vision 

• Computer Vision System Toolbox: Optical character recognition (OCR) Trainer app, pedestrian 
detection, and structure from motion and bundle adjustment for 3-D vision 

• Trading Toolbox: Transaction cost analysis for trading, sensitivity, and post-trade execution 
Simulink product family updates include: 

• Simulink: Start page for starting or resuming work faster by accessing templates, recent models, 
and featured examples 

• Simulink: Automatic solver option to set up and simulate your model more quickly 

• Simulink: Simulation of system models targeting heterogeneous devices such as Xilinx and 
Altera SoC architectures 

• Simulink: Simulink units to specify, visualize, and check units at interfaces of Simulink, 
Stateflow, and Simscape components 

• Simulink: Variant Source and Sink blocks for defining and propagating variant conditions to 
connected functionality with compiler directives in generated code 

• Aerospace Blockset: Standard cockpit instruments for displaying flight conditions 

• SimEvents: New discrete-event simulation and modeling engine with event-actions, MATLAB 
discrete-event system object authoring, and Simulink and Stateflow automatic domain transitions 

• Simscape: New equation reduction and simulation technology for faster simulation and run-time 
parameter tuning in generated code 

• Simscape Fluids: Thermal Liquid library for modeling systems with liquids whose properties 
vary with temperature 

• Simulink Design Optimization: Sensitivity Analysis Tool using design of experiments, Monte 
Carlo simulations, and correlation analysis 

• Simulink Report Generator: Three-way model merge for graphically resolving conflicts between 
revisions within a Simulink project 

Signal Processing and Communications updates include: 

• Antenna Toolbox: Dielectric modeling for analyzing substrate effects in antennas and finite 
antenna arrays 

• RF Toolbox: RF Budget Analyzer for computing gain, noise figure, and IP3 for cascaded RF 
components 

• SimRF: Automatic RF Testbench generation 

• Audio System Toolbox: A new product for designing and testing audio processing systems 
Code Generation updates include: 
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• Embedded Coder: Compiler directive generation for implementing signal dimensions as #define 

• HDL Coder: HDL-optimized FFT and IFFT that support frame input for giga-sample per-second 
(GSPS) design 

• HDL Verifier: PCIe FPGA-in-the-Loop for simulating algorithms on Xilinx KC705/VC707 and 
Altera Cyclone V GT/Stratix V DSP development boards via the PCI Express interface 

Verification and Validation updates include: 

• Polyspace Code Prover: Support for long-double floating point and improved support for Infinity 
and NaN 

• Simulink Design Verifier: Automatic test generation for C code S-functions 

• IEC Certification Kit: IEC 62304 medical standard support for Simulink Verification and 
Validation 

• Simulink Test: Author and execute real-time tests with Simulink Real-Time 
R2016a is available immediately worldwide. 
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Mentor Graphics Announces Qualification of Hewlett Packard Enterprise Hardware: Cuts Compile 
Time for Veloce Emulation Platform by up to 50 Percent 
22 March 2016 

Mentor Graphics Corp. today announced that the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen9 and HPE ProLiant DL580 
Gen9 servers from Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) have been qualified for use with the Veloce® 
emulation platform. Use of these servers, combined with recent updates to the Veloce OS3 operating 
system, has reduced the compile time for the Veloce platform by up to 50 percent. 
The rigorous qualification process defined by Mentor confirms the low-latency, high-bandwidth 
communication between the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen9 and the Veloce emulator, where the HPE 
ProLiant DL380 Gen9 servers function as the co-model and run-time hosts in a Veloce configuration.  
The HPE ProLiant DL580 Gen9 server functions as the compile server and is qualified and tuned to 
significantly reduce end-to-end Veloce compile time. 
"The hardware qualification process is part of our commitment to customers to make the installation and 
use of the Veloce platform as rapid and issue-free as possible," said Eric Selosse, vice president and 
general manager of the Mentor Emulation Division. 
The HPE ProLiant Gen9 rack server portfolio offers flexibility and enhanced system performance to run 
compute-intensive workloads in any environment. Built for general purpose compute, the HPE ProLiant 
DL380 Gen9 Server delivers exceptional performance and expandability in the HPE 2P rack portfolio to 
provide customers with sustained reliability, serviceability and availability. The four-socket HPE 
ProLiant DL580 Gen9 server, designed for data-intensive workloads, offers dependable performance for 
mission-critical enterprises, business intelligence and database applications.    
"The qualification of the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen9 and HPE ProLiant DL580 Gen9 servers used in a 
Veloce platform configuration means mutual customers can get up and running quickly," said Susan 
Blocher, global vice president, Servers Marketing, HPE.  "The rigorous qualification process also means 
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that HPE hardware design teams are aware of any new requirements at the early stages of hardware 
development." 
The Veloce emulation platform uses innovative software, running on powerful, qualified hardware and 
an extensible operating system, to target design risks faster than hardware-centric strategies. Now 
considered among the most versatile and powerful of verification tools, emulation is used by project 
teams for hardware debugging, hardware/software co-verification or integration, system-level 
prototyping, low-power verification and power estimation and performance characterization. 
The Veloce emulation platform is a core technology in the Mentor® Enterprise Verification Platform™ 
(EVP) – a platform that boosts productivity in ASIC and SoC functional verification by combining 
advanced verification technologies in a comprehensive platform. The Mentor EVP combines Questa® 
advanced verification solutions, the Veloce emulation platform, and the Visualizer™ debug environment 
into a globally accessible, high-performance, datacenter resource. The Mentor EVP features global 
resource management that supports project teams around the world, maximizing both user productivity 
and total verification return on investment. 
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New High Pressure Die Casting Capability in CD-adapco’s STAR-Cast v11.02 Improves Quality and 
Reduces Cost of Automotive Manufacturing 
22 March 2016 

CD-adapco today announced the availability of STAR-Cast v11.02, the casting simulation add-on for 
STAR-CCM+®. STAR-Cast features a new High Pressure Die Casting module, providing casting 
engineers with an accurate and user-friendly tool for designing stronger, lighter and higher quality 
casted parts.  
High Pressure Die Casting is a fast and inexpensive process for mass manufacturing of precision 
components, resulting in excellent dimensional accuracy and requiring minimal machining. However, 
defects such as gas inclusions and misruns are hard to control and remain a challenge. This process has 
traditionally also been difficult to simulate due to the complexity of the physical processes including 
multiphase flows consisting of both melt and gas. 
STAR-Cast is a casting dedicated simulation software resulting from a strong partnership between 
Access e.V. and CD-adapco. Drawing on CD-adapco’s expertise in thermal-fluid simulation and 
Access’ experience in casting and metallurgy, STAR-Cast integrates industry-leading CAE technology 
with the detailed models required for casting, enabling highly accurate simulation of interactions 
between molten metal and air. By resolving all the physics at once, engineers can now get a better 
understanding of the complete High Pressure Die Casting process using STAR-Cast v11.02 and discover 
better designs, faster. 
“High Pressure Die Casting is quickly becoming the manufacturing process of choice for mass 
production of parts in the automotive industry,” according to CD-adapco Senior VP of Product 
Management, Jean-Claude Ercolanelli. “More and more, companies are turning to simulation to 
optimize these complex processes with the goal of obtaining repeatable product quality and reducing 
manufacturing costs. STAR-Cast v11.02 has all the capabilities in place to achieve just that.”  
In addition to the new High Pressure Die Casting module, STAR-Cast v11.02 incorporates 
enhancements that streamline simulation workflow and increase productivity for casting simulations in 
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general, including: 

• Overall improvement of user experience, streamlining the setup of all casting processes. 

• Reduced turnaround time of casting simulations with a new compressibility feature and smarter 
determination of number of inner iterations required per time step. 

• Easier material handling and manipulation, including a brand new material database builder for 
integration of proprietary materials into the customer’s material database. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys' PrimeTime Speeds Timing and Power Closure for Complex SoC and IoT Designs 
23 March 2016 

Synopsys, Inc. today announced that the 2015.12 release of the PrimeTime® static timing analysis 
tool provides major enhancements to address the challenges of timing and power closure for FinFET 
designs. New PrimeTime technology significantly improves turnaround time (TAT) and power 
reduction, while providing smarter utilization of computer resources. This software release helps ensure 
chip designers can meet demanding signoff schedules at advanced process nodes. 

"In anticipation of designers' future timing closure challenges, Synopsys continues to offer smarter, 
more efficient technology," said Robert Hoogenstryd, senior director of marketing for design analysis 
and signoff tools at Synopsys. "The 2015.12 release of PrimeTime keeps our customers well ahead of 
the curve, providing significant reduction in turnaround time without requiring them to upgrade existing 
hardware." 

System-on-chip (SoC) designers face pressure to close timing quickly, including reducing runtimes and 
finding necessary high-end computer resources. The latest release of PrimeTime takes a three-pronged 
approach to smarter and faster timing closure: First, it boosts performance, beginning with 2X overall 
faster run time and a 10X boost in reporting function speed. Second, PrimeTime provides improved 
scaling across 16 cores for 10-15X faster throughput compared to single core runs. Finally, tighter 
correlation of graph-based analysis (GBA) to path-based analysis (PBA), achieved through parametric 
on-chip variation (POCV) technology, means designers can spend less time doing runtime-costly PBA 
analysis to eliminate false violations. 

"As a supplier of world-class computing solutions, our design teams must ensure our highly integrated 
semiconductor products achieve timing closure across a wide range of scenarios," said Bruce Fishbein, 
vice president of NCD IC engineering at Cavium. "Synopsys PrimeTime's continuously improving 
performance helps us meet our demanding signoff schedules." 

With its HyperScale hierarchical methodology, the 2015.12 PrimeTime release reduces the need for 
expensive compute assets. HyperScale provides a 5-10X improvement in TAT and memory footprint 
compared to flat analysis, enabling use of more available and less costly compute servers. More than 20 
tapeouts have successfully taken advantage of this technology. 

"Mellanox's processing solutions excel at providing great flexibility and high performance, coupled with 
superior integration and power efficiency. Our engineers drive this innovation with on-time delivery of 
increasingly more advanced and complex designs," said Erez Shaizaf, vice president of chip design at 
Mellanox. "Our ability to meet signoff targets and get analysis runs through existing server farm 
resources requires an efficient combination of run time and memory. PrimeTime's HyperScale static 

http://www.synopsys.com/Tools/Implementation/SignOff/PrimeTime/Pages/default.aspx
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timing analysis and ECO (engineering change order) technology delivers on both fronts." 
For mobile and Internet of Things (IoT) applications, a few extra percent of power reduction can provide 
significant advantages in the consumer market. New PrimeTime ECO enhancements enable designers to 
squeeze out an additional 5 percent power reduction, for a total power reduction of up to 40 percent. 
Also included is support for complex placement rules, critical to 10-nanometer (nm) FinFET, that work 
in tandem with Synopsys' flagship IC Compiler™ II physical implementation tool. The PrimeTime ECO 
technology is deployed by more than 70 different companies over a broad set of applications. At 
the SNUG® Silicon Valley conference, March 30-31, 2016, Synopsys will outline its vision of the next-
generation of smarter signoff technology and numerous customers will share their success with 
PrimeTime. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys Unveils Breakthrough Parallel Simulation Performance Technology for VCS 
25 March 2016 

Synopsys, Inc. today introduced Cheetah, a breakthrough simulation technology, as part of the Synopsys 
VCS® verification solution. Cheetah leverages fine-grained parallelism and the latest advancements in 
CPU and GPU architectures to enable a simulation speed-up of up to 5X for RTL designs and up to 30X 
for gate-level designs. 
"Verification complexity grows 4X every two years while simulation performance is only improving 10-
20 percent year-to-year. Today's GPUs offer enormous acceleration for parallel computing workloads 
and superior performance scaling generation-to-generation," said Jonah Alben, senior vice president of 
GPU engineering at NVIDIA. "Logic simulation/verification has an opportunity to leverage these 
capabilities for simulation acceleration, and Synopsys' VCS Cheetah technology is the right step in that 
direction." 
Simulation continues to be the workhorse of SoC verification flows and accounts for the vast majority of 
verification tasks. As such, simulation performance is the most critical element in the ability to handle 
growing SoC complexity and size, as well as achieve time-to-market goals. Since its introduction in 
1992, VCS has led the industry in delivering the highest simulation performance. For more than 20 
years, the industry's largest SoCs have been verified with VCS. 
Synopsys VCS has continually introduced groundbreaking technologies such as Roadrunner, Radiant, 
Native Testbench, Native Low Power and many more native optimizations for single-core performance. 
Over the past few years, the opportunity for parallel algorithms has emerged due to availability of many-
core architectures with high bandwidth memory. For example, today's leading server-class processor 
architectures provide up to 72 CPU cores and 1152 vector cores, and GPU architectures provide up to 
3072 cores. 
Many-core architectures have opened up a new paradigm for simulation acceleration – 'Fine-Grained 
Parallelism' (FGP). With FGP, a design model is decomposed into micro-tasks and events that can then 
be massively parallelized. The patented Cheetah technology uses intelligent Hardware Adaptive 
Algorithms to leverage FGP and other VCS performance technologies to optimize task scheduling, 
synchronization overhead, dynamic load balancing, cache efficiency and overall simulation performance 
for the target processor architecture.  In heterogeneous environments where a mix of processors, GPUs 
and hybrid architectures are available, Cheetah technology can speed-up simulation by up to 5X on RTL 
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and up to 30X on gate-level designs. Large SoC RTL and gate-level DFT netlist simulation, typically 
running for days to weeks on single-core simulators, can now be optimally parallelized and completed in 
hours. 
"To address growing verification challenges, Synopsys continues to focus on delivering industry-leading 
performance innovations in VCS," said Manoj Gandhi, executive vice president and general manager of 
the Verification Group at Synopsys. "We are excited about the performance opportunity with fine-
grained parallelism on the new CPU and GPU architectures as we collaborate with the industry leaders. 
We plan to roll out Cheetah technology over the next two years as part of VCS." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Tebis launches CADCAM v4.0 at MACH 
22 March 2016 

Tebis is exhibiting its new CADCAM software, Version 4.0, at MACH 2016. Alongside previews of the 
new software shall be a Quaser MV184P 3-axis vertical machining centre demonstrating the capabilities 
of the Tebis software. 
The Tebis software features a new user friendlier interface, more efficient design processes and an 
expanded automation process for NC programming will be exhibited at Stand 4020 and the UK team 
will be on hand to demonstrate its complete range of CAD/CAM solutions for all types and size of 
business. Working in partnership with the Engineering Technology Group (stand 5630), the machine is 
cutting demonstration parts. Tebis is presenting, for the first time internationally, its high performance 
adaptive roughing and re-machining strategies live on the machine tool. 
With a modern yet powerful graphical user interface, Tebis provides a single environment for 2- to 5-
axis milling, turning, mill-turn, 5-axis trimming, 5-axis laser cutting, 5-axis waterjet cutting, offline 
robot programming, electrode manufacture and wire EDM. 
Tebis CAD offers ‘model for manufacture’ analysis tools to provide feedback about the product 
manufacturability prior to committing to production, drastically reducing or eliminating the need to 
redevelop corresponding processes or remanufacture. CAD includes reverse engineering functionality 
capable to produce pre-class A surfaces bridging digitised models with styling, model making, and 
engineering applications within the automotive and marine sectors. 
Tebis has more than 30 years providing process-automated CADCAM solutions to industries as diverse 
as automotive, aerospace, model mould and die tooling manufacturers, oil and gas, marine, consumer 
products and medical engineering parts. Tebis CADCAM solutions include applications developed and 
tailored to improve industry-specific processes. 
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